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Transition-Metal-Catalyzed Utilization of Methanol as a C1 Source in Organic Synthesis  

Dr. Kishore Natte, Dr. Helfried Neumann, Prof. Dr. Matthias Beller and Dr. Rajenahally V. Jagadeesh 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(23), 6384 

 

Abstract 
 
Methanol is used as a common solvent, cost-effective reagent, and sustainable feedstock for value-
added chemicals, pharmaceuticals, and materials. Among the various applications, the utilization of 
methanol as a C1 source for the formation of carbon–carbon, carbon–nitrogen, and carbon–oxygen 
bonds continues to be important in organic synthesis and drug discovery. In particular, the synthesis of 
C-, N-, and O-methylated products is of central interest because these motifs are found in a large 
number of natural products as well as fine and bulk chemicals. In this Minireview, we summarize the 
utilization of methanol as a C1 source in methylation, methoxylation, formylation, 
methoxycarbonylation, and oxidative methyl ester formation reactions. 

 

 

Switchable Site-Selective Catalytic Carboxylation of Allylic Alcohols with CO2  

Manuel van Gemmeren, Marino Börjesson, Andreu Tortajada, Shang-Zheng Sun, Keisho Okura and Prof. Ruben Martin 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(23), 6558 

 

Abstract 

A switchable site-selective catalytic carboxylation of allylic alcohols has been developed in which CO2 

is used with dual roles, both facilitating C−OH cleavage and as a C1 source. This protocol is 

characterized by its mild reaction conditions, absence of stoichiometric amounts of organometallic 

reagents, broad scope, and exquisite regiodivergency which can be modulated by the type of ligand 

employed. 
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Mizoroki–Heck Cyclizations of Amide Derivatives for the Introduction of Quaternary Centers  

Jose M. Medina, Jesus Moreno, Dr. Sophie Racine, Shuaijing Du and Prof. Dr. Neil K. Garg 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(23), 6567 

 

Abstract 

We report non-decarbonylative Mizoroki–Heck reactions of amide derivatives. The transformation 

relies on the use of nickel catalysis and proceeds using sterically hindered tri- and tetrasubstituted 

olefins to give products containing quaternary centers. The resulting polycyclic or spirocyclic products 

can be obtained in good yields. Moreover, a diastereoselective variant of this method gives access to 

an adduct bearing vicinal, highly substituted sp3 stereocenters. These results demonstrate that amide 

derivatives can be used as building blocks for the assembly of complex scaffolds. 

 

Total Synthesis of Rishirilide B by Organocatalytic Oxidative Kinetic Resolution: Revision of 
Absolute Configuration of (+)-Rishirilide B 

Dr. Minami Odagi, Kota Furukori, Kan Takayama, Prof. Dr. Keiichi Noguchi and Prof. Dr. Kazuo Nagasawa 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(23), 6609 

 

Abstract 

Described herein is the enantioselective syntheses of (+)- and (−)-rishirilide B from the corresponding 

optically active β-substituted tetralones, which were obtained by oxidative kinetic resolution based on 

α-hydroxylation in the presence of a chiral guanidine-bisurea bifunctional organocatalyst. Benzylic 

oxidation of the tetralones at C1 followed by regioselective isomerization of the 

oxabenzonorbornadiene structure led to rishirilide B. Our findings lead to the revision of the previously 

proposed (2R,3R,4R) absolute configuration of (+)-rishirilide B to (2S,3S,4S).

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/anie.201703174/abstract
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A Short Synthesis of (±)-3-Demethoxyerythratidinone by Ligand-Controlled Selective Heck 

Cyclization of Equilibrating Enamines 

Emma E. Blackham and Prof. Dr. Kevin I. Booker-Milburn 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(23), 6613 

 

Abstract 
 
A short, 5-step total synthesis of (±)-3-demethoxyerythratidinone from a simple pyrrole derivative is 
described. Features include the formation of gram quantities of a key tricylic aziridine from a 
challenging photochemical cascade reaction through the use of flow photochemistry. The final step 
involved a highly unusual Heck cyclization whereby ligand control enabled efficient formation of the 
natural product in 69 % yield from the minor isomer present in an equilibrating mixture of labile 
enamines. 

 

Palladium-Catalyzed Regioselective Synthesis of 3-Arylindoles from N-Ts-Anilines and 
Styrenes  

Prof. Dr. So Won Youn, Tae Yun Ko and Young Ho Jang 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(23), 6636   

 

Abstract 

A Pd-catalyzed intermolecular oxidative annulation between N-Ts-anilines and styrenes was 

developed. This method offers a straightforward and robust approach to a wide range of 3-arylindoles 

using readily available starting materials with good functional-group tolerance and high regioselectivity 

and efficiency. Further elaboration of the products obtained from this process provided access to 

highly functionalized and structurally diverse indoles, for example, 3-(indol-3-yl)carbazoles, 1,9-

dihydropyrrolo-[2,3-b]carbazoles, and 3′-aryl-3,5′-biindoles. 
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Palladium-Catalyzed Cascade sp
2
 C−H Functionalization/Intramolecular Asymmetric Allylation: 

From Aryl Ureas and 1,3-Dienes to Chiral Indolines 

Shu-Sen Chen, Min-Song Wu and Prof. Dr. Zhi-Yong Han 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(23), 6641 

 

Abstract 

A chiral PdII-catalyzed cascade sp2 C−H functionalization/intramolecular asymmetric allylation 

reaction is reported. A new chiral sulfoxide–oxazoline (SOX) ligand bearing single chiral center on the 

sulfur was identified as the optimal ligand for the reaction, being efficient both in the C−H cleavage 

step and the stereocontrol of the allylation step. The broad scope of this method with respect to aryl 

ureas and 1,3-dienes enables the rapid construction of valuable chiral indoline derivatives with high 

yields and enantioselectivities (up to 99 % yield, up to 95:5 e.r.). 

 

 

Palladium-Catalyzed Enantioselective Redox-Relay Heck Alkynylation of Alkenols To Access 
Propargylic Stereocenters 

Dr. Zhi-Min Chen, Christine S. Nervig, Dr. Ryan J. DeLuca and Prof. Matthew S. Sigman 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(23), 6651   

 

Abstract 

An enantioselective redox-relay Heck alkynylation of di- and trisubstituted alkenols to construct 

propargylic stereocenters is disclosed using a new pyridine oxazoline ligand. This strategy allows 

direct access to chiral β-alkynyl carbonyl compounds employing allylic alcohol substrates in contrast to 

more traditional conjugate addition methods.

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/anie.201702745/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/anie.201703089/abstract
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Forging C−C Bonds Through Decarbonylation of Aryl Ketones 

Rosie J. Somerville and Prof. Ruben Martin 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(24), 6708 

 

Abstract 
 
The ability of nickel to cleave strong σ-bonds is again in the spotlight after a recent report that 
demonstrates the feasibility of using nickel complexes to promote decarbonylation of diaryl ketones. 
This transformation involves the cleavage of two strong C−C(O) bonds and avoids the use of noble 
metals, hence reinforcing the potential of decarbonylation as a technique for forging C−C bonds. 

 

Total Synthesis of a Dimeric Thymol Derivative Isolated from Arnica sachalinensis 

Irene De Silvestro, Dr. Samuel L. Drew, Dr. Gary S. Nichol, Dr. Fernanda Duarte and Dr. Andrew L. Lawrence 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(24), 6813 

 

Abstract 
 
The total synthesis of a dimeric thymol derivative (thymarnicol) isolated from Arnica sachalinensis was 
accomplished in 6 steps. A key biomimetic Diels–Alder dimerization was found to occur at ambient 
temperature and the final oxidative cyclization occurs when the substrate is exposed to air and visible 
light. These results indicate that this natural product is likely the result of spontaneous (non-enzyme-
mediated) reactivity. 
 
 

A Modular Flow Design for the meta-Selective C−H Arylation of Anilines 

Hannes P. L. Gemoets, Gabriele Laudadio, Kirsten Verstraete, Prof. Dr. Volker Hessel and Dr. Timothy Noël 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(25), 7161 

 

Abstract 
 
Described herein is an effective and practical modular flow design for the meta-selective C−H arylation 
of anilines. The design consists of four continuous-flow modules (i.e., diaryliodonium salt synthesis, 
meta-selective C−H arylation, inline copper extraction, and aniline deprotection) which can be 
operated either individually or consecutively to provide direct access to meta-arylated anilines. With a 
total residence time of 1 hour, the desired product could be obtained in high yield and excellent purity 
without the need for column chromatography, and the residual copper content meets the standards for 
parenterally administered pharmaceutical substances. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/anie.201702188/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/anie.201701481/abstract
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In-Cell Dual Drug Synthesis by Cancer-Targeting Palladium Catalysts 

Jessica Clavadetscher, Dr. Eugenio Indrigo, Dr. Sunay V. Chankeshwara, Dr. Annamaria Lilienkampf and Prof. Mark Bradley 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(24), 6864 

 
Abstract 
 
Transition metals have been successfully applied to catalyze non-natural chemical transformations 
within living cells, with the highly efficient labeling of subcellular components and the activation of 
prodrugs. In vivo applications, however, have been scarce, with a need for the specific cellular 
targeting of the active transition metals. Here, we show the design and application of cancer-targeting 
palladium catalysts, with their specific uptake in brain cancer (glioblastoma) cells, while maintaining 
their catalytic activity. In these cells, for the first time, two different anticancer agents were synthesized 
simultaneously intracellularly, by two totally different mechanisms (in situ synthesis and decaging), 
enhancing the therapeutic effect of the drugs. Tumor specificity of the catalysts together with their 
ability to perform simultaneous multiple bioorthogonal transformations will empower the application of 
in vivo transition metals for drug activation strategies. 
 
 

Enantioselective Synthesis of Tetrahydroquinolines by Borrowing Hydrogen Methodology: 
Cooperative Catalysis by an Achiral Iridacycle and a Chiral Phosphoric Acid 

Ching Si Lim, Thanh Truong Quach and Prof. Yu Zhao 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(25), 7176 

 

Abstract 
 
We report herein the highly enantioselective synthesis of 2-substituted tetrahydroquinolines through 
borrowing hydrogen, a process recognized for its environmentally benign and atom-economical 
nature. The use of an achiral iridacycle complex in combination with a chiral phosphoric acid as 
catalysts was the key to the development of this highly efficient and enantioselective transformation. 
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Synthesis of β-Lactams by Palladium(0)-Catalyzed C(sp3)−H Carbamoylation  

David Dailler, Ronan Rocaboy and Prof. Dr. Olivier Baudoin 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(25), 7218 

 
 Abstract 

A general and user-friendly synthesis of β-lactams is reported that makes use of Pd
0
-catalyzed 

carbamoylation of C(sp
3
)−H bonds, and operates under stoichiometric carbon monoxide in a two-

chamber reactor. This reaction is compatible with a range of primary, secondary and activated tertiary 
C−H bonds, in contrast to previous methods based on C(sp

3
)−H activation. In addition, the feasibility 

of an enantioselective version using a chiral phosphonite ligand is demonstrated. Finally, this method 
can be employed to synthesize valuable enantiopure free β-lactams and β-amino acids. 
 
 
 

Manganese-Catalyzed Sustainable Synthesis of Pyrroles from Alcohols and Amino Alcohols  

Fabian Kallmeier, Dr. Beata Dudziec, Dr. Torsten Irrgang and Prof. Dr. Rhett Kempe 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(25), 7261 

 

Abstract 
 
The development of reactions that convert alcohols into important chemical compounds saves our 
fossil carbon resources as alcohols can be obtained from indigestible biomass such as lignocellulose. 
The conservation of our rare noble metals is of similar importance, and their replacement by 
abundantly available transition metals, such as Mn, Fe, or Co (base or nonprecious metals), in key 
technologies such as catalysis is a promising option. Herein, we report on the first base-metal-
catalyzed synthesis of pyrroles from alcohols and amino alcohols. The most efficient catalysts are Mn 
complexes stabilized by PN5P ligands whereas related Fe and Co complexes are inactive. The 
reaction proceeds under mild conditions at catalyst loadings as low as 0.5 mol %, and has a broad 
scope and attractive functional-group tolerance. These findings may inspire others to use Mn catalysts 
to replace Ir or Ru complexes in challenging dehydrogenation reactions. 
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Substrate-Specific Amino Acid Sensing Using a Molecular D/ L-Cysteine Probe for 
Comprehensive Stereochemical Analysis in Aqueous Solution 

F. Yushra Thanzeel and Prof. Dr. Christian Wolf 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(25), 7276 

 
Abstract 
 
The appearance of d-amino acids in mammals and humans has important implications in the life 
sciences. d/l-Amino acid mixtures play a key role in human physiology and pathology; thus, the 
introduction of artificial receptors for the real-time quantification of both the concentration 
and d/l composition of amino acids is very promising for the study of biological processes and for the 
diagnosis and treatment of diseases. We now report a sensing assay that is compatible with aqueous 
solutions and allows fast determination of the absolute configuration, enantiomeric composition, and 
overall amount of cysteine at micromolar concentrations. The method relies on fast UV and CD 
measurements, which provide accurate stereochemical information on samples covering a wide 
concentration range and drastically different d/l-cysteine ratios in simulated body fluids. Competition 
experiments show that other amino acids and biothiols do not interfere with the cysteine-targeted 
sensing. 
 
 
 

Catalytic Desymmetrization by C−H Functionalization as a Solution to the Chiral Methyl 

Problem 

Prof. Dr. David A. Nagib 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(26), 7354 

 
Abstract 
 
Breaking the mirror (plane): A palladium-catalyzed desymmetrization strategy via β C−H activation 
provides an alternate approach for solving the age-old challenge of introducing an α-methyl 
stereocenter to a molecule. 
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Oxidative N-Heterocyclic Carbene Catalyzed Dearomatization of Indoles to Spirocyclic 
Indolenines with a Quaternary Carbon Stereocenter 

Srikrishna Bera, Dr. Constantin G. Daniliuc and Prof. Dr. Armido Studer 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(26), 7402 

 
Abstract 
 
An efficient method for the asymmetric intramolecular dearomatization of indoles by using oxidative N-
heterocyclic carbene catalysis is demonstrated. Valuable optically active spirocyclic indolenines 
bearing an all-carbon quaternary stereocenter are obtained in excellent yields and with excellent 
enantioselectivity. The starting indoles are readily prepared and the reactions proceed through an 
intramolecular indole 3-acylation with an in situ generated acyl azolium intermediate to form a 
spirocyclic ketone moiety. 
 
 
 

Construction of Chiral Tetrahydro-β-Carbolines: Asymmetric Pictet–Spengler Reaction of 
Indolyl Dihydropyridines  

 Dr. Shou-Guo Wang, Zi-Lei Xia, Ren-Qi Xu, Xi-Jia Liu, Dr. Chao Zheng and Prof. Dr. Shu-Li You 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(26), 7440 

 

 Abstract 

A highly efficient synthesis of the enantioenriched tetrahydro-β-carbolines was developed by using a 
chiral phosphoric acid catalyzed Pictet–Spengler reaction of indolyl dihydropyridines. The reaction 
proceeds under mild reaction conditions to afford the desired chiral tetrahydro-β-carbolines in good to 
excellent yields (up to 96 %) and high enantioselectivities (up to 99 % ee). With this method, a formal 
synthesis of tangutorine and a total synthesis of deplancheine were achieved in a highly efficient 
manner 
 
  

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/anie.201701485/abstract
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Betaine Catalysis for Hierarchical Reduction of CO2 with Amines and Hydrosilane To Form 

Formamides, Aminals, and Methylamines 

Xiao-Fang Liu, Xiao-Ya Li, Chang Qiao, Hong-Chen Fu and Prof. Dr. Liang-Nian He 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(26), 7425 

 

 Abstract 

An efficient, sustainable organocatalyst, glycine betaine, was developed for the reductive 
functionalization of CO2 with amines and diphenylsilane. Methylamines and formamides were obtained 
in high yield by tuning the CO2 pressure and reaction temperature. Based on identification of the key 
intermediate, that is, the aminal, an alternative mechanism for methylation involving the C

0
silyl acetal 

and aminal is proposed. Furthermore, reducing the CO2 amount afforded aminals with high yield and 
selectivity. Therefore, betaine catalysis affords products with a diversified energy content that is, 
formamides, aminals and methylamines, by hierarchical two-, four- and six-electron reduction, 
respectively, of CO2 coupled with C−N bond formation. 
 
 
 
 
 

Nickel-Catalyzed α-Allylation of Aldehydes and Tandem Aldol Condensation/Allylation 
Reaction with Allylic Alcohols  

 Dr. Yann Bernhard, Brodie Thomson, Dr. Vincent Ferey and Prof. Dr. Mathieu Sauthier 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(26), 7460 

 

Abstract 
 
An additive-free nickel-catalyzed α-allylation of aldehydes with allyl alcohol is reported. The reaction is 
promoted by 1 mol % of in situ formed nickel complex in methanol, and water is the sole by-product of 
the reaction. The experimental conditions allow the conversion of various α-branched aldehydes and 
α,β-unsaturated aldehydes as nucleophiles. The same catalyst and reaction conditions enabled a 
tandem aldol condensation of aldehyde/α-allylation reaction. 
 
 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/anie.201702734/abstract
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Polyunsaturated C-Glycosidic 4-Hydroxy-2-pyrone Derivatives: Total Synthesis Shows that 
Putative Orevactaene Is Likely Identical with Epipyrone A 

Dr. Johannes Preindl, Saskia Schulthoff, Conny Wirtz, M. Sc. Julia Lingnau and Prof. Alois Fürstner 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(26), 7525 

 
Abstract 
 
Orevactaene and epipyrone A were previously thought to comprise the same polyunsaturated tail but 
notably different C-glycosylated 4-hydroxy-2-pyrone head groups. Total synthesis now shows that the 
signature bicyclic framework assigned to orevactaene is a chimera; the compound is almost certainly 
identical with epipyrone A, whose previously unknown stereochemistry has also been established 
during this study. Key to success was the ready formation of the bicyclic core of putative orevactaene 
by a sequence of two alkyne cycloisomerization reactions using tungsten and gold catalysis. Equally 
important was the flexibility in the assembly process gained by the use of heterobimetallic 
polyunsaturated modules whose termini could be selectively and consecutively addressed in a 
practical one-pot cross-coupling sequence. 
 
 
 
 

Oxidative Neutralization of Mustard-Gas Simulants in an On-Board Flow Device with In-Line 
NMR Monitoring  

Baptiste Picard, Boris Gouilleux, Dr. Thomas Lebleu, Dr. Jacques Maddaluno, Prof. Isabelle Chataigner, Dr. Maël Penhoat, 
Prof. François-Xavier Felpin, Dr. Patrick Giraudeau and Dr. Julien Legros 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(26), 7568 

 

Abstract 
 
The fast and effective neutralization of the mustard-gas simulant 2-chloroethyl ethyl sulfide (CEES) 
using a simple and portable continuous flow device is reported. Neutralization takes place through a 
fully selective sulfoxidation by a stable source of hydrogen peroxide (alcoholic solution of urea–
H2O2adduct/MeSO3H freshly prepared). The reaction progress can be monitored with an in-line 
benchtop NMR spectrometer, allowing a real-time adjustment of reaction conditions. Inherent features 
of millireactors, that is, perfect control of mixing, heat and reaction time, allowed the neutralization of 
25 g of pure CEES within 46 minutes in a 21.5 mL millireactor (tR=3.9 minutes). This device, which 
relies on affordable and nontoxic reagents, fits into a suitcase, and can be deployed by police/military 
forces directly on the attack site. 
 
 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/anie.201702189/full
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Total Synthesis of Echinoside A, a Representative Triterpene Glycoside of Sea Cucumbers  

Dr. Xiaoping Chen, Xiaofei Shao, Dr. Wei Li, Dr. Xiaheng Zhang and Prof. Biao Yu 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(26), 7648 

 

Abstract 
 
Echinoside A, a sulfonylated holostane tetrasaccharide with potent anticancer and antifungal activity, 
was synthesized in a longest linear sequence of 35 steps and 0.6 % overall yield. The synthetic 
approach is adaptable to the synthesis of congeners and analogues, as exemplified by the ready 
synthesis of ds-echinoside A and echinoside B, and thus will facilitate in-depth studies on the 
promising biological effects of echinoside A. Moreover, the present synthesis demonstrates the 
feasibility of synthetic access to the characteristic complex triterpene glycosides that occur 
ubiquitously in sea cucumbers. 
 
 

Catalytic Dearomatization of N-Heteroarenes with Silicon and Boron Compounds 

Dr. Sehoon Park and Prof. Sukbok Chang 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(27),7720  

 

Abstract 
 
Dearomatized N-heterocycles are an important class of structural motifs for organic synthesis and 
chemical biology. The catalytic dearomative reduction of unactivated N-heteroarenes using silicon 
and/or boron-containing compounds as a reductant is one of the most straightforward alternatives to 
hydrogenation. However, thus far, there are few reported examples on the catalytic reduction of N-
heteroaromatic compounds with silane or borane reducing agents. This Review presents recent 
advances in the catalytic reduction of unactivated N-heteroarenes by hydrosilanes, hydroboranes, 
silaboranes, and diboranes. The focus is on the chemical reactivity and selectivity of transition-metal 
or metal-free organocatalyst systems. In addition, the working modes of these catalysis will be 
described primarily on the basis of experimental mechanistic insight. 
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Specific Enhancement of Catalytic Activity by a Dicopper Core: Selective Hydroxylation of 
Benzene to Phenol with Hydrogen Peroxide  

Tomokazu Tsuji, Antonius Andre Zaoputra, Prof. Dr. Yutaka Hitomi, Kaoru Mieda, Prof. Dr. Takashi Ogura, Dr. Yoshihito Shiota, 
Prof. Dr. Kazunari Yoshizawa, Dr. Hiroyasu Sato and Prof. Dr. Masahito Kodera 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(27), 7779 

 

Abstract 
 
A dicopper(II) complex, stabilized by the bis(tpa) ligand 1,2-bis[2-[bis(2-pyridylmethyl)aminomethyl]-6-
pyridyl]ethane (6-hpa), [Cu2(μ-OH)(6-hpa)]

3+
, was synthesized and structurally characterized. This 

complex catalyzed selective hydroxylation of benzene to phenol using H2O2, thus attaining large 
turnover numbers (TONs) and high H2O2 efficiency. The TON after 40 hours for the phenol production 
exceeded 12000 in MeCN at 50 °C under N2, the highest value reported for benzene hydroxylation 
with H2O2 catalyzed by homogeneous complexes. At 22 % benzene conversion, phenol (95.2 %) 
and p-benzoquinone (4.8 %) were produced. The mechanism of H2O2 activation and benzene 
hydroxylation is proposed. 
 
 
 
 

Harnessing [1,4], [1,5], and [1,6] Anionic Fries-type Rearrangements by Reaction-Time Control 
in Flow (pages 7863–7866) 

Dr. Heejin Kim, Keita Inoue and Prof. Dr. Jun-ichi Yoshida 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(27), 7863 

 

Abstract 
 
A series of anionic Fries-type rearrangements of carbamoyl-substituted aryllithium intermediates were 
controlled by using flow microreactor systems. For the [1,4] and [1,5] rearrangements, the aryllithium 
intermediate formed before carbamoyl migration and the lithium alkoxide formed after carbamoyl 
migration can be selectively subjected to subsequent reactions with electrophiles by precisely 
controlling the residence time and temperature (−25 to −50 °C). In contrast, the [1,6] rearrangement is 
rather slow even at −25 °C. The absence of crossover products indicates the intramolecular nature of 
the carbamoyl group migration. 
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Biomimetic Total Synthesis of (±)-Homodimericin A 

Dr. Donghui Ma, Dr. Yangbin Liu and Prof. Dr. Zhang Wang 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(27), 7886 

 

Abstract 
 
A biomimetic total synthesis of racemic homodimericin A was achieved in seven steps, including two 
cascade reactions. Aqueous buffer solutions are found to help both the oxidative dimerization cascade 
and the intramolecular Diels–Alder cascade. This synthetic sequence validates key steps in the 
biogenetic proposal of homodimericin A. 
 

Bioinspired Total Synthesis of Homodimericin A 

Dr. Jun Huang, Yueqing Gu, Kai Guo, Lei Zhu, Prof. Dr. Yu Lan, Prof. Dr. Jianxian Gong and Prof. Dr. Zhen Yang 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(27), 7890 

 

Abstract 
 
Homodimericin A is a remarkable fungal metabolite. This highly oxygenated racemic unsaturated 
polyketide poses a significant synthetic challenge owing to its sterically demanding central cagelike 
core containing eight contiguous stereogenic centers (including three quaternary stereocenters) and 
several carbonyl functionalities. On the basis of its proposed biogenetic synthesis, we designed a total 
synthesis of homodimericin A that proceeds in seven steps and features a double Michael reaction, an 
intramolecular Diels–Alder reaction, and an ene reaction. 
 
 

Total Synthesis of Homodimericin A  

Juan Feng, Xiaoqiang Lei, Zhen Guo and Prof. Yefeng Tang 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(27),7895  

 

Abstract 
 
We report the concise total synthesis of homodimericin A (1), a recently identified fungal metabolite 
bearing an unprecedented molecular architecture. The success of the approach hinges on a series of 
rationally designed and bioinspired transformations, including a Moore rearrangement to assemble the 
monomeric hydroquinone precursor, homodimerization through double Michael addition to construct 
the planar A/B/C tricyclic framework, and a tandem Diels–Alder reaction/carbonyl–ene cyclization to 
forge the congested D/E/F tricyclic cage motif. Unequivocal evidence for the elucidated structure of 
homodimericin A was also provided by this study. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/anie.201702775/abstract
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Selective and Reversible Fluoride Complexation from Water by a Cyclic 
Tri(phosphonio)methanide Dication 

Sivathmeehan Yogendra, Felix Hennersdorf, Dr. Antonio Bauzá, Prof. Dr. Antonio Frontera, Prof. Dr. Roland Fischer and Prof. 
Dr. Jan J. Weigand 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(27),7907  

 

 
Abstract 
 
Tri(phosphonio)methanide dication 3

2+
, prepared from a trifluoromethylsulfanylphosphonium dication 

(1
2+

) via an intramolecular electrophilic aromatic substitution reaction, is an unexpected P-based, 
water-resistant Lewis acid that is capable to selectively and reversibly bind fluoride ions from 
organic/aqueous biphasic solution. The formed complex is an unusual fluorophosphorane ([3-F]OTf). 
The multiple donor–acceptor interactions of 3

2+
 that are crucial for the fluoride fixation have been 

elucidated by quantum chemical calculation. Compound [3-F]OTf can also be used as a convenient 
anhydrous fluoride ion source and was probed as a suitable catalyst of the silylotrifluoromethylation of 
various aldehydes. 
 
 

Silver-Catalyzed Three-Component 1,1-Aminoacylation of Homopropargylamines: α-Additions 
for Both Terminal Alkynes and Isocyanides 

Dr. Shuo Tong, Cyril Piemontesi, Dr. Qian Wang, Prof. Dr. Mei-Xiang Wang and Prof. Dr. Jieping Zhu 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(27), 7958 

 

Abstract 
 
The reaction of secondary homopropargylamines, isocyanides, and water in the presence of a 
catalytic amount of silver acetate and subsequent purification by chromatography on silica gel afforded 
substituted proline amides in good to excellent yields. Primary homopropargylamines underwent a 
cyclizative Ugi–Joullié three-component reaction with isocyanides and carboxylic acids to afford 
functionalized N-acyl proline amides. High diastereoselectivity was observed in the synthesis of 4-
alkoxy and 4,5-disubstituted proline derivatives. This work represents the first examples of a three-
component cyclizative 1,1-aminoacylation of terminal alkynes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/anie.201701570/abstract
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Cooperative Light-Activated Iodine and Photoredox Catalysis for the Amination of Csp
3
−H 

Bonds 
Dr. Peter Becker, Thomas Duhamel, Christopher J. Stein, Prof. Dr. Markus Reiher and Prof. Dr. Kilian Muñiz 

 
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(27), 8004 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Abstract 

An unprecedented method that makes use of the cooperative interplay between molecular iodine and 
photoredox catalysis has been developed for dual light-activated intramolecular benzylic C−H 
amination. Iodine serves as the catalyst for the formation of a new C−N bond by activating a remote C

 −H bond (1,5-HAT process) under visible-light irradiation while the organic photoredox catalyst 
TPT effects the reoxidation of the molecular iodine catalyst. To explain the compatibility of the two 
involved photochemical steps, the key N−I bond activation was elucidated by computational methods. 
The new cooperative catalysis has important implications for the combination of non-metallic main-
group catalysis with photocatalysis. 

 

 

 

 
Catalytic Asymmetric Conjugate Addition of Indolizines to α,β-Unsaturated Ketones  

M. Sc. José Tiago Menezes Correia, Prof. Dr. Benjamin List and Prof. Dr. Fernando Coelho 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56(27), 7967 
 

 
 
Abstract 
 
A catalytic enantioselective conjugate addition of indolizines to enones is described. The chiral 
phosphoric acid (S)-TRIP activates α,β-unsaturated ketones, thereby promoting an enantioface-
differentiating attack by indolizines. Using this reaction, several alkylated indolizines were synthesized 
in good yields and with enantiomeric ratios of up to 98:2. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/anie.201703611/full
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/anie.201703611/full
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Understanding the Role of Designed Solid Acid Sites in the Low-Temperature Production of - 
Caprolactam 

Dr. Matthew E. Potter, Stephanie Chapman, Dr. Alexander J. O'Malley, Dr. Alan Levy, Dr. Marina Carravetta, Dr. Thomas M. 
Mezza, Dr. Stewart F. Parker and Prof. Robert Raja 

ChemCatChem  2017, 9(11), 1897 

  
Abstract 
 
Modern society is placing increasing demands on commodity chemicals, driven by the ever-growing 
global population and the desire for improved standards of living. As the polymer industry grows, a 
sustainable route to ϵ-caprolactam, the precursor to the recyclable nylon-6 polymer, is becoming 
increasingly important. To this end, we have designed and characterized a recyclable SAPO catalyst 
using a range of characterization techniques, to achieve near quantitative yields of ϵ-caprolactam from 
cyclohexanone oxime. The catalytic process operates under significantly less energetically demanding 
conditions than other widely practiced industrial processes. 
 

 

Dual Gold(I)-catalyzed Cyclization of Dialkynyl Pyridinium Salts 

Svetlana Tšupova, Dr. Alban Cadu, Fabian Stuck, Dr. Frank Rominger, Dr. Matthias Rudolph, Dr. Joseph S. M. Samec and 
Prof. A. Stephen K. Hashmi 

ChemCatChem  2017, 9(11), 1915 

 

 
Abstract 

Novel dialkynyl pyridines were synthesized and protected as alkyl salts for dual gold(I)-catalyzed 

cycloisomerization. Different alkyl groups and counter ions were screened for the salts, with benzyl 

and hexafluorophosphate providing the best results. The cyclization led to NMR yields of >95 % being 

obtained for a number of substrates. Step-wise hydrogenation of products could be performed in one-

pot by Pd/C, with selective reduction of the double bonds, followed by deprotection of the benzyl 

group. 
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Formation Pathways toward 2- and 4-Methylbenzaldehyde via Sequential Reactions from 
Acetaldehyde over Hydroxyapatite Catalyst 

Dr. Takahiko Moteki, Andrew T. Rowley, Daniel T. Bregante and Prof. David W. Flaherty 

ChemCatChem  2017, 9(11),1921 

 

Abstract 

Condensation reactions of biomass derived C2 and C4 aldehydes form both ortho- and para-

tolualdehydes (2-MB and 4-MB, respectively). The complete reaction network and the detailed 

mechanisms, however, have not been fully described. Here, analysis of the products formed by 

sequential condensation reactions of acetaldehyde and 2-butenal suggests that 2- and 4-MB products 

form via aromatization of 2,4,6-octatrienal and of highly reactive acyclic intermediate(s) formed via 

self-addition of 2-butenal, respectively. The exact positions at which C−C bonds form between C4 co-

reactants to create 4-MB products were investigated by using reactant mixtures containing 

combinations of 2-butenal, 2-butenol, and 3-methyl-2-butenal as model reactants. The last two 

reactants can form products that may be assigned to specific reaction pathways (not distinguishable 

during self-addition of 2-butenal) and also have decreased reactivity at specific carbon atoms. The 

analysis of the products suggests that 4-MB species form via 2-butenal self-addition by nucleophilic 

attack of the α-C to the carbonyl-C. Additionally, Diels–Alder reactions (between C6 and 

C2intermediates) do not contribute in any significant manner to the formation of 4-MB. These findings 

complete the description of the reaction network that forms 2- and 4-MB from acetaldehyde on 

hydroxyapatite. 
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Catalytic Hydrogenation of Arenes in Water Over In Situ Generated Ruthenium Nanoparticles 
Immobilized on Carbon 

Ambikesh Dhar Dwivedi, Rohit Kumar Rai, Kavita Gupta and Dr. Sanjay Kumar Singh 

ChemCatChem  2017, 9(11), 1930 

 

Abstract 

We describe a tandem process to generate active Ru nanoparticles (≈7 nm) immobilised in situ on 

carbon from an organometallic precursor and formic acid to afford the hydrogenation of a wide range 

of arenes and heteroarenes in yields up to 72 % with high conversions and selectivities for the desired 

products. The hydrogenation of several substrates analogous to lignin-derived fragments to the 

corresponding alicyclic products was also achieved. Our experimental investigations evidenced that 

the observed enhanced activity for arene hydrogenation was driven by the unique structural 

advantages of the organometallic precursor to activate formic acid, in which the presence of a nitrogen 

ligand is crucial to achieve a high catalytic activity. TEM analysis revealed the formation of 

Ru
0
 nanoparticles, and Hg

0
 poisoning experiments support the heterogeneous nature of the active 

catalyst. 

 

Pd Nanoparticles Decorated on Hypercrosslinked Microporous Polymer: A Highly Efficient 

Catalyst for the Formylation of Amines through Carbon Dioxide Fixation 

Rostam Ali Molla, Piyali Bhanja, Dr. Kajari Ghosh, Sk Safikul Islam, Prof. Asim Bhaumik and Prof. Sk Manirul Islam 

ChemCatChem  2017, 9(11), 1939 

 

Abstract 
 
CO2 fixation reaction is one of the most challenging chemical transformations not only in the context of 
environmental remediation but also for effective utilization of abundant carbon sources in nature. Here, 
we have stabilized palladium nanoparticles (NPs) at the surfaces of a hypercrosslinked porous 
polymer bearing carbazole and α,α′-dibromo-p-xylene monomeric units to obtain a Pd@HMP-1 
nanocatalyst. The material has been thoroughly characterized by powder XRD, high-resolution (HR)-
TEM, field-emission (FE)-SEM, Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET), thermogravimetric (TGA), and FTIR 
analysis. Pd@HMP-1 showed excellent catalytic activity towards formylation of amines by carbon 
dioxide fixation under mild reaction conditions. The high surface area and nitrogen-rich porous surface 
make the polymer a suitable support for the palladium nanoparticles and endow it with high recycling 
efficiency in this CO2 fixation reaction. 
 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/cctc.201700056/abstract
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Magnetic Cube-Shaped NiFe2O4 Nanoparticles: An Effective Model Catalyst for Nitro 
Compound Reduction 

Chaitali Dey, Dr. Arka Chaudhuri, Prof. Ajay Ghosh and Dr. Madhuri Mandal Goswami 

ChemCatChem  2017, 9(11), 1953 

 

Abstract 

Noble-metal nanocatalysts are quite popular, but the use of magnetic catalysts composed of ferrite 

materials is rare. Here, we have synthesized transition-metal-based cube-shaped nanoparticles of 

approximately 11 nm in size, the so-called magnetic nickel ferrite nanocatalyst (NFNC), by a new 

method and shown its use in the reduction of nitroaromatic compounds. The NFNC was characterized 

by using XRD, energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, TEM, and field-emission SEM to confirm the 

structural features and morphology of the particles. The catalytic activity of NFNC was investigated in 

the reduction of 4-nitrophenol to 4-aminophenol by monitoring the reaction by using UV/Vis 

spectroscopy. The catalytic activity, recyclability and reusability, rate constant of the reaction, and 

surface area were investigated in detail to understand the catalytic phenomenon. We measured up to 

30 cycles of the catalytic reaction using our NFNC, which shows the high stability of the catalyst. BET 

analysis of the NFNC shows a surface area of 54.60 m
2
 g

−1
. Our NFNC has many advantages 

because it is prepared easily, cost effective, highly stable, and environmentally compatible. The 

magnetic properties of the NFNC help us to separate the particles easily after its use in the reduction 

without disturbing the final product. 
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The Influence of Water on the Performance of Molybdenum Carbide Catalysts in 
Hydrodeoxygenation Reactions: A Combined Theoretical and Experimental Study  

Jan Engelhardt, Pengbo Lyu, Prof. Petr Nachtigall, Prof. Ferdi Schüth and Dr. Ángel Morales García 

ChemCatChem  2017, 9(11), 1985 

 

Abstract 

Understanding the deactivation of transition-metal carbide catalysts during hydrodeoxygenation (HDO) 

reactions is of great importance for improving the production of the second generation fuels from 

biomass. Based on a combined experimental and theoretical study, we present a mechanistic model 

for the deactivation of molybdenum carbide catalysts during phenol HDO in the presence of water. At 

increased water pressure, water molecules preferentially bind to the surface, and active sites are no 

longer accessible for phenol. In line with first principle calculations, experiments reveal that this 

process is fully reversible because the reduction of the water partial pressure results in a threefold 

increase in conversion. The direct deoxygenation of phenol was calculated to be the most favorable 

pathway, which is governed by the structure of the phenol adsorption complex on the surface at high 

hydrogen coverage. This is consistent with the experimentally observed high benzene selectivity 

(85 %) for phenol HDO over MoCx/HCS (hollow carbon spheres) catalyst. 
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A Multifunctional Zirconium-Based Metal–Organic Framework for the One-Pot Tandem 
Photooxidative Passerini Three-Component Reaction of Alcohols 

Prof. Davood Azarifar, Prof. Ramin Ghorbani-Vaghei, Saba Daliran and Dr. Ali Reza Oveisi 

ChemCatChem  2017, 9(11), 1992 

 

Abstract 

A porous multifunctional zirconium-based metal–organic framework (MOF) was achieved by combined 

covalent and dative post synthetic modification (PSM) of the UiO-66-NH2, and characterized by a 

variety of techniques, including FTIR spectroscopy, powder XRD, N2 temperature-programmed 

adsorption/desorption, scanning electron microscopy, thermal gravimetric analysis, inductively coupled 

plasma atomic emission spectroscopy, and UV/Vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy. The MOF (Zr–

MOF–FePC, PC=2-pyridinecarboxaldehyde) is an active, efficient, and reusable catalyst for the one-

pot tandem photooxidative Passerini three-component reaction of alcohols. This is a new type of 

tandem photocatalyst and cooperative catalyst and was obtained in the course of developing MOFs as 

versatile heterogeneous catalysts for diverse tandem oxidative multicomponent reactions. This work 

illustrates the potential of MOFs as multifunctional heterogeneous catalysts for sustainable chemistry.

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/cctc.201700169/abstract
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Biomass-assisted Zeolite Syntheses as a Tool for Designing New Acid Catalysts 

Dr. Benoît Louis, Elisa S. Gomes, Dr. Pit Losch, Gaëtan Lutzweiler, Tiago Coelho, Prof. Arnaldo Faro Jr., Joana F. Pinto, 
Cristiane S. Cardoso, Alessandra V. Silva and Prof. Marcelo M. Pereira 

ChemCatChem  2017, 9(12), 2065 

 

Abstract 
 
The aim of this Concept article is to highlight different aspects of using biomass residues or extracted 
molecules in the synthesis of zeolites (mainly), aluminas and layered doubled hydroxides (LDHs). The 
strategies presented should serve as a basis for rationally preparing those aforementioned materials 
for catalytic purposes. Indeed, the presence of sugars, lignin, lignocellulosic biomass usually induces 
morphological/textural changes as well as (in some cases) modified chemical composition and surface 
properties. 
 
 

Influence of the Ligand of Palladium(0) Complexes on the Rate of the Oxidative Addition of Aryl 
and Activated Alkyl Bromides: Csp2−Br versus Csp3−Br Reactivity and Selectivity  

Dr. Bárbara Noverges Pedro, Dr. Mercedes Medio-Simón and Dr. Anny Jutand 

ChemCatChem  2017, 9(12), 2136 

 
Abstract 
 
Kinetic data obtained by means of electrochemical techniques are used to characterize the reactivity 
of aryl bromides and activated alkyl bromides in the oxidative addition to palladium(0) complexes 
generated from three precursors: Pd

0
(PPh3)4, {Pd

0
(dba)2+2 PPh3} (dba=dibenzylideneacetone) and 

{Pd
0
(dba)2+2 P(o-Tol)3} in dimethylformamide (DMF) at 25 °C. It is established that, for the 

investigated substrates 1–6 and 7–11, the oxidative addition at the Csp
3
−Br bond is much faster than 

that at the Csp
2
−Br bond if the palladium(0) is ligated by two PPh3. This explains why the 

regioselectivity in Suzuki–Miyaura reactions performed from substrates bearing both Csp
2
−Br and 

Csp
3
−Br groups is in favor of the substitution at the Csp

3
−Br bond. This is in agreement with DFT 

calculations, which propose a SN2-type mechanism from the bis-ligated Pd
0
(PPh3)2. The oxidative 

addition at the Csp
2
−Br bond is much faster if the palladium(0) is ligated by P(o-Tol)3 than by PPh3, in 

agreement with the DFT calculations, which support a concerted mechanism involving the mono-
ligated Pd

0
[P(o-Tol)3] as the reactive species. This explains why the regioselectivity in Suzuki–Miyaura 

reactions performed from substrates bearing both Csp
2
−Br and Csp

3
−Br groups might be in favor of 

the substitution at the Csp
2
−Br bond if the ligand is P(o-Tol)3. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com.ezp.sub.su.se/doi/10.1002/cctc.201700062/abstract
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Xylitol Hydrogenolysis over Ruthenium-Based Catalysts: Effect of Alkaline Promoters and 
Basic Oxide-Modified Catalysts  

Maxime Rivière, Dr. Noémie Perret, Dr. Amandine Cabiac, Dr. Damien Delcroix, Dr. Catherine Pinel and Dr. Michèle Besson 

ChemCatChem  2017, 9(12), 2145 

 

Abstract 
 
The aqueous-phase hydrogenolysis of xylitol into glycols over Ru/C was performed in the presence 
and absence of a wide range of concentrations of Ca(OH)2 to investigate the reaction pathway. 
Without base, epimerization and cascade decarbonylation were the predominant reactions with high 
selectivities to C5 and C4 alditols and light alkanes at full conversion. Glycol production was obtained 
by the addition of Ca(OH)2 to promote the retro-aldol reaction. It competed with reactions without base 
and became the main reaction for a OH

−
/ xylitol molar ratio Rmol(OH/xylitol) of 0.13, and high 

selectivities to glycols (56 %) and glycerol (16 %) were observed. However, lactate was a byproduct at 
up to 27 % with a high base amount (Rmol(OH/xylitol)=0.68). Bifunctional Ru/metal oxide/C catalysts 
(metal: Zn, Sn, Mn, Sr, W) were synthesized and were able to cleave the C−C bond into glycols 
without a base promoter. The 3.1 wt %Ru/MnO(4.5 %)/C catalyst was the most active (220 h

−1
) with 

reasonable selectivity to glycols (22 %) and glycerol (10 %) and a low production of lactate (<1 %). 
Nevertheless, metal oxide leaching of the catalyst was observed likely because of the production of 
traces of lactate. 
 
 

Direct Solid Lewis Acid Catalyzed Wood Liquefaction into Lactic Acid: Kinetic Evidences that 
Wood Pretreatment Might Not be a Prerequisite 

Dr. Youssef Swesi, Chuc Nguyen, Prof. Thi Thu Ha Vu, Dr. Franck Rataboul, Marion Eternot, Prof. Pascal Fongarland and Dr. 
Nadine Essayem 

ChemCatChem  2017, 9(12), 2377 

(  

Abstract 
 
The objective of the present work was to determine if wood sawdust can be used instead of isolated 
cellulose in the general solid-acid-catalyzed production of chemicals. The kinetics of model cellulose 
and pine-wood sawdust liquefaction into lactic acid were determined in the presence of a solid Lewis 
acid, ZrW. The catalytic hydrolysis of pine wood was performed at 190 °C in a large-scale batch 
reactor (2.5 L). Similar kinetic curves of lactic formation were obtained for cellulose and wood as 
substrates. Moreover, the initial lactic acid production rate of pine-wood sawdust was higher than that 
of model cellulose, proving that, in spite of the presence of lignin/hemicellulose, the catalyst drives the 
transformation towards lactic acid formation. However, our results give also evidence of solid-catalyst 
deactivation for both cellulose and wood substrates. This result indicates that if wood pretreatment can 
be bypassed, the bottleneck will be the solid-catalyst regeneration and recycling. 
 
 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com.ezp.sub.su.se/doi/10.1002/cctc.201700034/abstract
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Chronology of CH···O Hydrogen Bonding from Molecular Dynamics Studies of the Phosphoric 
Acid-Catalyzed Allylboration of Benzaldehyde 

M. N. Grayson, Z. Yang, K. N. Houk 

J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2017, 139, 7717. 

 

CH···O hydrogen bonds involving formyl groups have been invoked as a crucial factor controlling 
many asymmetric transformations. We conducted quasi-classical direct molecular dynamics 
simulations on the phosphoric acid-catalyzed allylboration of benzaldehyde to understand the synergy 
between the phosphoric acid OH···O hydrogen bond and the secondary CH···O formyl hydrogen bond 
as the reaction occurs. In the gas phase, both the CH···O and OH···O hydrogen bonds are enhanced 
from reactants to transition states. In toluene, the trend of H-bond enhancement is observed with a 
smaller magnitude because of solvent caging. The strength of the formyl hydrogen bond in the TS, a 
second CH···O interaction between the P═O oxygen and ortho-hydrogen of the phenyl ring and the 
OH···O hydrogen bond were determined using quantum mechanical calculations (4.6, 1.0, and 14.5 
kcal mol–1, respectively). 

Enantio- and Diastereoselective Spiroketalization Catalyzed by Chiral Iridium Complex 

J. Y. Hamilton, S. L. Rössler, E. M. Carreira 

J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2017, 139, 8082. 

 

Iridium–(P,olefin) complex-catalyzed enantio- and diastereoselective formation of substituted 
spiroketals from racemic, allylic carbonates is reported, which enables the installation of multiple 
stereogenic centers in a single operation. The protocol was effective for the preparation of a collection 
of spiroketals of various ring sizes and substituents, including heteroatoms with high enantio- and 
diastereoselectivity. Furthermore, cascade reactions that couple this enantio- and diastereoselective 
transformation to additional reversible processes have been achieved to exert concomitant 
stereocontrol over additional stereogenic centers. 

Scalable, Electrochemical Oxidation of Unactivated C–H Bonds 

Y. Kawamata, M. Yan, Z. Liu, D.-H. Bao, J. Chen, J. T. Starr, P. S. Baran 

J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2017, 139, 7448. 
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A practical electrochemical oxidation of unactivated C–H bonds is presented. This reaction utilizes a 
simple redox mediator, quinuclidine, with inexpensive carbon and nickel electrodes to selectively 
functionalize “deep-seated” methylene and methine moieties. The process exhibits a broad scope and 
good functional group compatibility. The scalability, as illustrated by a 50 g scale oxidation of 
sclareolide, bodes well for immediate and widespread adoption. 
 
Visible Light-Mediated Direct Decarboxylative C–H Functionalization of Heteroarenes 

R. A. Garza-Sanchez, A. Tlahuext-Aca, G. Tavakoli, Frank Glorius 

ACS Catal., 2017, 7, 4057. 

 

The direct visible light-mediated C–H alkylation of heteroarenes using aliphatic carboxylic acids is 
reported. This mild method proceeds at low catalyst loadings (0.5 mol %) and has a high functional 
group tolerance and a broad substrate scope. Notably, functionalization of (iso)quinoline, pyridine, 
phthalazine, benzothiazole, and other heterocyclic derivatives with both cyclic and acyclic primary, 
secondary, and tertiary carboxylic acids as well as amino and fatty acids proceeded under the 
standard conditions at room temperature. This protocol enables the rapid conversion of abundant 
feedstock materials into medically relevant “drug-like” moieties. 

Support Induced Control of Surface Composition in Cu–Ni/TiO2 Catalysts Enables High Yield 
Co-Conversion of HMF and Furfural to Methylated Furans 

B. Seemala, C. M. Cai, C. E. Wyman, P. Christopher. 

ACS Catal., 2017, 7, 4070. 

 

5-(Hydroxymethyl)furfural (HMF) and furfural (FF) have been identified as valuable biomass-derived 
fuel precursors suitable for catalytic hydrodeoxygenation (HDO) to produce high octane fuel additives 
such dimethyl furan (DMF) and methyl furan (MF), respectively. In order to realize economically viable 
production of DMF and MF from biomass, catalytic processes with high yields, low catalyst costs, and 
process simplicity are needed. Here, we demonstrate simultaneous coprocessing of HMF and FF over 
Cu–Ni/TiO2 catalysts, achieving 87.5% yield of DMF from HMF and 88.5% yield of MF from FF in a 
one pot reaction. The Cu–Ni/TiO2 catalyst exhibited improved stability and regeneration compared to 
Cu/TiO2 and Cu/Al2O3 catalysts for FF HDO, with a ∼7% loss in FF conversion over four sequential 
recycles, compared to a ∼50% loss in FF conversion for Cu/Al2O3 and a ∼30% loss in conversion for 
Cu/TiO2. Characterization of the Cu–Ni/TiO2 catalyst by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, scanning 
transmission electron microscopy, and H2–temperature-programmed reduction and comparison to 
monometallic Cu and Ni on Al2O3 and TiO2 and bimetallic Cu–Ni/Al2O3 catalysts suggest that the 
unique reactivity and stability of Cu–Ni/TiO2 derives from support-induced metal segregation in which 
Cu is selectively enriched at the catalyst surface, while Ni is enriched at the TiO2 interface. These 
results demonstrate that Cu–Ni/TiO2 catalysts promise to be a system capable of integrating directly 

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acscatal.7b01133
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acscatal.7b01095
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with a combined HMF and FF product stream from biomass processing to realize lower cost 
production of liquid fuels from biomass. 

Linear Selective Isomerization/Hydroformylation of Unsaturated Fatty Acid Methyl Esters: A 
Bimetallic Approach 

Tom Gaide, Jonas Bianga, Kim Schlipköter, Arno Behr, and Andreas J. Vorholt*   

ACS Catal., 2017, 7, 4163. 

 

Herein, we report about the development of an isomerization/hydroformylation tandem reaction to 
selectively convert fatty acid methyl esters into asymmetric α,ω-functionalized aldehyde esters. An 
orthogonal tandem catalytic system consisting of a palladium-based isomerization catalyst and a 
rhodium-based hydroformylation catalyst was developed, using methyl 3-hexenoate as a model 
substrate. Using this catalyst, high yields (81% at 99% conversion) and regioselectivities (l/b-ratio of 
98/2) toward the desired terminal hydroformylation product are obtained in the conversion of methyl 3-
hexenoate under mild conditions. Ethyl 4-decenoate was subsequently applied as a second model 
substrate to identify challenges associated with the longer chain length of the unsaturated ester. 
Finally, methyl oleate was converted using the developed catalyst system. High aldehyde yields of 
74% (at 99% conversion) with an l/b-ratio of 91/9 are obtained. 

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acscatal.7b00249
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Reactions of hexadehydro-Diels–Alder benzynes with structurally complex multifunctional 

natural products 

Sean P. Ross and Thomas R. Hoye* 

NATURE CHEMISTRY, 2017, 9, 523 

 

 
 
Abstract 
 
An important question in organic chemistry concerns the extent to which benzynes—one of the classical 

reactive intermediates in organic chemistry—can react in discriminating fashion with trapping reagents. In  

particular, whether these species can react selectively with substrates containing multiple functional groups  

and possible sites of reactivity has remained unanswered. Natural products comprise a palette of 

bifunctional compounds with which to address this question. Here, we show that benzynes produced by the 

hexadehydro-Diels–Alder (HDDA) reaction react with many secondary metabolites with a preference for one 

among several pathways. Examples demonstrating such selectivity include reactions with: phenolics, 

through dearomatizing ortho-substitution; alkaloids, through Hofmann-type elimination tropolone and furan, 

through cycloaddition; and alkaloids, through three-component fragmentation–coupling reactions. We also 

demonstrate that the cinchona alkaloids quinidine and quinine give rise to products (some in as few as 

three steps) that enable subsequent and rapid access to  tructurally diverse polyheterocyclic compounds. 

The results show that benzynes are quite discriminating in their reactivity—a trait perhaps not broadly 

enough appreciated.  
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Asymmetric silver-catalysed intermolecular bromotrifluoromethoxylation of alkenes with a 

new trifluoromethoxylation reagent 
 
Shuo Guo, Fei Cong1, Rui Guo, Liang Wang and Pingping Tang*  

NATURE CHEMISTRY, 2017, 9, 546 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
Fluorinated organic compounds are becoming increasingly important in pharmaceuticals, 

agrochemicals and materials science. The introduction of trifluoromethoxy groups into new drugs and 

agrochemicals has attracted much attention due to their strongly electron-withdrawing nature and high 

lipophilicity. However, synthesis of trifluoromethoxylated organic molecules is difficult owing to the 

decomposition of trifluoromethoxide anion and β-fluoride elimination from transitionmetal– 

trifluoromethoxide complexes, and no catalytic enantioselective trifluoromethoxylation reaction has 

been reported until now. Here, we present an example of an asymmetric silver-catalysed 

intermolecular bromotrifluoromethoxylation of alkenes with trifluoromethyl arylsulfonate (TFMS) as a 

new trifluoromethoxylation reagent. Compared to other trifluoromethoxylation reagents, TFMS is easily 

prepared and thermally stable with good reactivity. In addition, this reaction is operationally simple, 

scalable and proceeds under mild reaction conditions. Furthermore, broad scope and good functional 

group compatibility has been demonstrated by application of the method to the 

bromotrifluoromethoxylation of double bonds in natural products and natural product derivatives. 
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Structural and functional synthetic model of monoiron hydrogenase featuring an anthracene 
scaffold 
 

Junhyeok Seo, Taylor A. Manes and Michael J. Rose*   

NATURE CHEMISTRY, 2017, 9, 552 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
 
Mono-iron hydrogenase was the third type of hydrogenase discovered. Its Lewis acidic iron(II) centre 

promotes the heterolytic cleavage of the H–H bond and this non-redox H2 activation distinguishes it from the 

well-studied dinuclear [FeFe] and [NiFe] hydrogenases. Cleavage of the H–H bond is followed by hydride 

transfer to the enzyme’s organic substrate, H4MPT+, which serves as a CO2 ‘carrier’ in methanogenic 

pathways. Here we report a scaffold-based synthetic approach by which to model mono-iron hydrogenase 

using an anthracene framework, which supports a biomimetic fac-C,N, S coordination motif to an iron(II) 

centre. This arrangement includes the biomimetic and organometallic Fe–C σ bond, which enables 

bidirectional activity reminiscent of the native enzyme: the complex activates H2 under mild conditions, and 

catalyses C–H hydride abstraction plus H2 generation from a model substrate. Notably, neither H2 activation 

nor C–H hydride abstraction was observed in the analogous complex with a pincer-type mer-C,N,S ligation, 

emphasizing the importance of the fac-C,N,S-iron(II) motif in promoting enzyme-like reactivity. 
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Unique physicochemical and catalytic properties dictated by the B3NO2 ring system 
 

Hidetoshi Noda, Makoto Furutachi, Yasuko Asada, Masakatsu Shibasaki* and Naoya Kumagai* 

NATURE CHEMISTRY, 2017, 9, 571  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
 
The expansion of molecular diversity beyond what nature can produce is a fundamental objective in 

chemical sciences. Despite the rich chemistry of boron-containing heterocycles, the 1,3-dioxa-5-aza-2,4,6-

triborinane (DATB) ring system, which is characterized by a six-membered B3NO2 core, remains elusive. 

Here, we report the synthesis of m-terphenyltemplated DATB derivatives, displaying high stability and 

peculiar Lewis acidity arising from the three suitably arranged boron atoms. We identify a particular utility for 

DATB in the dehydrative amidation of carboxylic acids and amines, a reaction of high academic and 

industrial importance. The three boron sites are proposed to engage in substrate assembly, lowering the 

entropic cost of the transition state, in contrast with the operative mechanism of previously reported 

catalysts and amide coupling reagents. The distinct mechanistic pathway dictated by the DATB core will 

advance not only such amidations, but also other reactions driven by multisite activation. 
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Switchable regioselectivity in amine-catalysed asymmetric cycloadditions 
 
Zhi Zhou, Zhou-Xiang Wang, Yuan-Chun Zhou, Wei Xiao, Qin Ouyang*, Wei Du and Ying-Chun Chen* 

 
NATURE CHEMISTRY, 2017, 9, 590 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
 
Building small-molecule libraries with structural and stereogenic diversity plays an important role in drug 

discovery. The development of switchable intermolecular cycloaddition reactions from identical substrates in 

different regioselective fashions would provide an attractive protocol. However, this also represents a 

challenge in organic chemistry, because it is difficult to control regioselectivity to afford the products 

exclusively and at the same time achieve high levels of stereoselectivity. Here, we report the diversified 

cycloadditions of α′-alkylidene-2-cyclopentenones catalysed by cinchonaderived primary amines. An 

asymmetric γ,β′-regioselective intermolecular [6+2] cycloaddition reaction with 3-olefinic (7-aza)oxindoles is 

realized through the in situ generation of formal 4-aminofulvenes, while a different β,γ-regioselective [2+2] 

cycloaddition reaction with maleimides to access fused cyclobutanes is disclosed. In contrast, an intriguing 

α,γ-regioselective [4+2] cycloaddition reaction is uncovered with the same set of substrates, by employing 

an unprecedented dual small-molecule catalysis of amines and thiols. All of the cycloaddition reactions 

exhibit excellent regio- and stereoselectivity, producing a broad spectrum of chiral architectures with high 

structural diversity and molecular complexity.  
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Prebiotic selection and assembly of proteinogenic amino acids and natural nucleotides from 
complex mixtures 
 
Saidul Islam, Dejan-Krešimir Bučar and Matthew W. Powner* 

 
NATURE CHEMISTRY, 2017, 9, 584  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
 
A central problem for the prebiotic synthesis of biological amino acids and nucleotides is to avoid the 

concomitant synthesis of undesired or irrelevant by-products. Additionally, multistep pathways require 

mechanisms that enable the sequential addition of reactants and purification of intermediates that are 

consistent with reasonable geochemical scenarios. Here, we show that 2-aminothiazole reacts selectively 

with two- and three-carbon sugars (glycolaldehyde and glyceraldehyde, respectively), which results in their 

accumulation and purification as stable crystalline aminals. This permits ribonucleotide synthesis, even from 

complex sugar mixtures. Remarkably, aminal formation also overcomes the thermodynamically favoured 

isomerization of glyceraldehyde into dihydroxyacetone because only the aminal of glyceraldehyde  eparates 

from the equilibrating mixture. Finally, we show that aminal formation provides a novel pathway to amino 

acids that avoids the synthesis of the non-proteinogenic α,α-disubstituted analogues. The common 

physicochemical mechanism that controls the proteinogenic amino acid and ribonucleotide assembly from 

prebiotic mixtures suggests that these essential classes of metabolite had a unified chemical origin. 
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Pyridine sulfinates as general nucleophilic coupling partners in palladium-catalyzed cross-
coupling reactions with aryl halides 

T. Markovic, B. N. Rocke, D. C. Blakemore, V. Mascitti, M. C. Willis    

Chemical Science 2017, 8, 4437. 

 

Abstract 
 
Pyridine rings are ubiquitous in drug molecules; however, the pre-eminent reaction used to form 
carbon–carbon bonds in the pharmaceutical industry, the Suzuki–Miyaura cross-coupling reaction, 
often fails when applied to these structures. This phenomenon is most pronounced in 2-substituted 
pyridines, and results from the difficulty in preparing, the poor stability of, and low efficiency in 
reactions of pyridine-2-boronates. We demonstrate that by replacing these boronates with pyridine-2-
sulfinates, a cross-coupling process of unrivalled scope and utility is realized. The corresponding 3- 
and 4-substituted pyridine variants are also efficient coupling partners. In addition, we apply these 
sulfinates in a library format to the preparation of medicinally relevant derivatives of the drugs 
varenicline (Chantix) and mepyramine (Anthisan). 
 
 

3-Cyanoallyl boronates are versatile building blocks in the synthesis of polysubstituted 
tiophenes 

W. Shao, S. J. Kaldas, A. K. Yudin 

Chemical Science 2017, 8, 4431. 

  

Abstract 
 
We report the preparation of hitherto unprecedented 3-cyanoallyl boronates using condensation of the 
parent α-boryl aldehyde and nitriles. The resulting allyl boronates have been used to generate a wide 
range of borylated thiophenes, which represent a valuable class of heterocycles in modern drug 
discovery. Subsequent Suzuki–Miyaura cross-coupling enabled the synthesis of pharmaceutically 
important 3,5-disubstituted aminothiophenes. Moreover, late stage functionalization gave access to 
borylated bromothiophene and thieno[2,3-b]pyridines. 
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Metal-free direct alkylation of unfunctionalized allylic/benzylic sp3 C-H bonds via photoredox 
induced radical cation deprotonation 

R. Zhou, H. Liu, H. Tao, X. Yu, J. Wu 

Chemical Science 2017, 8, 4654. 

 

Abstract 
 
Despite notable recent efforts, a catalytic and convenient strategy for the direct alkylation of 
unactivated allylic or benzylic sp3 C–H bonds remains a formidable challenge facing the synthesis 
community. We herein report an unprecedented allylic/benzylic alkylation using only an organo-
photoredox catalyst, which enables coupling of a broad scope of alkenes/arenes and electron-deficient 
alkenes in an atom- and redox-economic manner. A photoredox induced alkene/arene radical cation 
deprotonation is proposed to smoothly generate the key allylic and benzylic radical intermediates. It 
represents the first C–C bond formation via radical cation deprotonation under visible light conditions. 
The resulting products can be easily scaled up and directly converted to γ,δ-unsaturated or α,β-diaryl-
acids, -esters, -amides, -pyrazoles, -isoxazoles, as well as lactones, which enables this mild and 
selective sp3 C–H alkylation to rapidly access complex bioactive molecules. 
 

Kinetic resolution of racemic 2-substituted 1,2-dihydroquinolines via asymmetric Cu-catalyzed 
borylation 

D. Kong, S. Han, R. Wang, M. Li, G. Zi, G. Hou  

Chemical Science 2017, 8, 4558. 

 

Abstract 
 
A highly efficient kinetic resolution of racemic 2-substituted 1,2-dihydroquinolines via asymmetric Cu-
catalyzed borylation has been realized for the first time. Under mild conditions, a variety of chiral 3-
boryl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroquinolines containing two vicinal stereogenic centers as well as the recovered 
2-substituted 1,2-dihydroquinolines were afforded after 30 minutes in high yields with up to 99% ee (dr 
> 99 : 1) and over 98% ee values, respectively, corresponding to kinetic selectivity factors of up to 
569. Moreover, this protocol was successfully applied to the asymmetric synthesis of a selective 
estrogen receptor modulator. 
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Palladium-Catalyzed C-H Activation: Mass Spectrometric Approach to Reaction Kinetics in 
Soultion  

J. Váňa, T. Terencio, V. Petrović, O. Tischler, Z. Novák, J. Roithová 

Organometallics 2017, 36, 2072. 

 

Abstract 
 
We report a new method for determination of rate constants of processes in solution using 
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS). The investigated reaction is C–H activation of 
acetanilides by palladium(II)trifluoroacetate leading to stable organopalladium complexes. The rate 
constants can be determined from an experiment with a couple of differently substituted acetanilides 
being in competition for being activated by the palladium salt. The formed organopalladium complexes 
can be detected by ESI-MS. The time dependence is achieved by adding one of the acetanilides to 
the reaction mixture with a time delay. The kinetics can be then evaluated from the evolution of the 
ratio of the ESI-MS signals of differently substituted complexes as a function of the time delay. The 
Hammett analysis of the rate constants obtained for a series of meta- and para-substituted 
acetanilides provides a ρ value of −1.5, which is in agreement with values reported for similar C–H 
activations. We have also investigated the very same reaction with UV–vis spectroscopy that gave us 
about three times smaller rate constants but the same trend with the ρ value of −1.6. The rate 
constants determined by ESI-MS are directly linked to the occurrence of organopalladium complexes, 
whereas the UV–vis data are associated with an absorption spectra change that could involve more 
reaction steps. DFT calculations support the interpretation of the reaction mechanism as 
cyclopalladation and provide the ρ value in the same range. The rate-determining step corresponds to 
the agostic C–H transition structure. 
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Design of Highly Selective Alkyne Hydrothiolation RhI‑NHC Catalysts: Carbonyl-Triggered 
Nonoxidative Mechanism 

L. Palacios, Y. Meheut, M. Galiana-Cameo, M. J. Artigas, A. Di Giuseppe, F. J. Lahoz, V. Polo, R. Castarlenas, J. J. Pérez-
Torrente, L. A. Oro  

Organometallics 2017, 36, 2198. 

   

Abstract 
 
New RhI-IPr (IPr = 1,3-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)imidazolin-2-carbene) complexes bearing an N,O-
pyridine-2-methanolato (N-O) bidentate ligand have been prepared. The carbonyl complex Rh(N-
O)(IPr)(CO) efficiently catalyzes the hydrothiolation of a range of alkynes with high selectivity to α-vinyl 
sulfides. Reactivity studies and DFT calculations have revealed a new nonoxidative catalytic pathway, 
passing through RhI catalytic intermediates, which is driven by the interplay between the pyridine-2-
methanolato and carbonyl ligands. The basic alkoxo ligand promotes the deprotonation of the thiol to 
generate the RhI active species, whereas the π-acceptor character of the carbonyl ligand hinders the 
oxidative addition process. In addition, the stereochemistry of the key thiolate-π-alkyne intermediate, 
which is determined by the electronic preference of the carbonyl ligand to coordinate cis to IPr, 
facilitates the rate-limiting alkyne thiometalation step. 
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Rhodium/Lewis Acid Catalyzed Regioselective Addition of 1,3-Dicarbonyl Compounds to 
Internal Alkynes 

W.-F. Zheng, Q.-J. Xu, Q. Kang 

Organometallics 2017, 36, 2323. 

   

Abstract 
 
Herein we describe an efficient protocol for the regioselective addition of 1,3-dicarbonyl compounds to 
internal alkynes catalyzed by rhodium/Lewis acid catalysts. The corresponding branched/linear allylic 
alkylation products could be selectively obtained in good yields. Rh–H species were considered to be 
generated by direct C–H oxidative addition of 1,3-dicarbonyl compounds with rhodium catalyst with the 
assistance of Lewis acid. Moreover, a retro-allylic alkylation process was observed in this 
transformation. 
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Pd-Metalated Conjugated Nanoporous Polycarbazoles for Additive-Free Cyanation of Aryl 
Halides: Boosting Catalytic Efficiency through Spatial Modulation 

S. Ding, C. Tian, X. Zhu, C. W. Abney, Z. Tian, B. Chen, M. Li, D.-e. Jiang, N. Zhang, S. Dai 

ChemSusChem 2017, 10, 2348 

 

Abstract 
Transition-metal-catalyzed cyanation of aryl halides is a common route to benzonitriles, which are 
integral to many industrial procedures. However, traditional homogeneous catalysts for such processes 
are expensive and suffer poor recyclability, so a heterogeneous analogue is highly desired. A novel 
spatial modulation approach has been developed to fabricate a heterogeneous Pd-metalated 
nanoporous polymer, which catalyzes the cyanation of aryl halides without need for ligands. The catalyst 
displays high activity in the synthesis of benzonitriles, including high product yields, excellent stability 
and recycling, and broad functional-group tolerance. 
 
 

Polycyclization Enabled by Relay Catalysis: One-Pot Manganese-Catalyzed C−H Allylation and 

Silver-Catalyzed Povarov Reaction 

S.-Y. Chen, Q. Li, X.-G. Liu, J.-Q. Wu, S.-S. Zhang, H. Wang 

ChemSusChem 2017, 10, 2360 

 

Abstract 
In this study, a MnI/AgI-based relay catalysis process is described for the one-pot synthesis of polycyclic 
products by a formal [3+2] and [4+2] cycloaddition reaction cascade. A manganese(I) complex catalyzed 
the first example of directed C−H allylation with allenes, setting the stage for an in situ Povarov 
cyclization catalyzed by silver(I). The reaction proceeds with high bond-forming efficiency (three C−C 
bonds), broad substrate scope, high regio- and stereoselectivity, and 100 % atom economy. 
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A Simple and Mild Approach for the Synthesis of p-Xylene from Bio-Based 2,5-Dimethyfuran by 
Using Metal Triflates 

L. Ni, J. Xin, H. Dong, X. Lu, X. Liu, S. Zhang 

ChemSusChem 2017, 10, 2394 

 

Abstract 
The production of aromatic platform chemicals from biomass-derived feedstocks is of considerable 
importance in biomass conversion. However, the development of effective routes with simple steps and 
under mild conditions is still challenging. In this work, we report an original route for the direct synthesis 
of p-xylene from 2,5-dimethylfuran and acrylic acid catalyzed by scandium(III) triflate (Sc(OTf)3) in 1-
ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide ([Emim]NTf2) under mild conditions. An 
overall 63 % selectivity towards p-xylene and 78 % selectivity towards aromatics were obtained at 90 % 
conversion of 2,5-dimethylfuran by enhancing the dehydration and introducing an extra one-pot 
decarboxylation step. Furthermore, various dienes and dienophiles were employed as reactants to 
extend the substrate scope. The aromatic compounds were obtained in moderate yields, which proved 
the potential of the method to be a generic approach for the conversion of bio-based furanics into 
renewable aromatics. 
 
 

Production of Biomass-Based Automotive Lubricants by Reductive Etherification 

D. Jadhav, A. M. Grippo, S. Shylesh, A. A. Gokhale, J. Redshaw, A. T. Bell 

ChemSusChem 2017, 10, 2527 

 

Abstract 
Growing concern with the effects of CO2 emissions due to the combustion of petroleum-based 
transportation fuels has motivated the search for means to increase engine efficiency. The discovery of 
ethers with low viscosity presents an important opportunity to improve engine efficiency and fuel 
economy. We show here a strategy for the catalytic synthesis of such ethers by reductive 
etherification/O-alkylation of alcohols using building blocks that can be sourced from biomass. We find 
that long-chain branched ethers have several properties that make them superior lubricants to the 
mineral oil and synthetic base oils used today. These ethers provide a class of potentially renewable 
alternatives to conventional lubricants produced from petroleum and may contribute to the reduction of 
greenhouse gases associated with vehicle emissions. 
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Renewable Wood Pulp Paper Reactor with Hierarchical Micro/Nanopores for Continuous-Flow 
Nanocatalysis 

H. Koga, N. Namba, T. Takahashi, M. Nogi, Y. Nishina 

ChemSusChem 2017, 10, 2560 

 

Abstract 
Continuous-flow nanocatalysis based on metal nanoparticle catalyst-anchored flow reactors has 
recently provided an excellent platform for effective chemical manufacturing. However, there has been 
limited progress in porous structure design and recycling systems for metal nanoparticle-anchored flow 
reactors to create more efficient and sustainable catalytic processes. In this study, traditional paper is 
used for a highly efficient, recyclable, and even renewable flow reactor by tailoring the ultrastructures of 
wood pulp. The “paper reactor” offers hierarchically interconnected micro- and nanoscale pores, which 
can act as convective-flow and rapid-diffusion channels, respectively, for efficient access of reactants to 
metal nanoparticle catalysts. In continuous-flow, aqueous, room-temperature catalytic reduction of 4-
nitrophenol to 4-aminophenol, a gold nanoparticle (AuNP)-anchored paper reactor with hierarchical 
micro/nanopores provided higher reaction efficiency than state-of-the-art AuNP-anchored flow reactors. 
Inspired by traditional paper materials, successful recycling and renewal of AuNP-anchored paper 
reactors were also demonstrated while high reaction efficiency was maintained. 
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Pectin, Hemicellulose, or Lignin? Impact of the Biowaste Source on the Performance of Hard 
Carbons for Sodium-Ion Batteries 

X. Dou, I. Hasa, M. Hekmatfar, T. Diemant, R. J. Behm, D. Buchholz, S. Passerini 

ChemSusChem 2017, 10, 2668 

 

Abstract 
Hard carbons are currently the most widely used negative electrode materials in Na-ion batteries. This 
is due to their promising electrochemical performance with capacities of 200–300 mAh g−1 and stable 
long-term cycling. However, an abundant and cheap carbon source is necessary in order to comply with 
the low-cost philosophy of Na-ion technology. Many biological or waste materials have been used to 
synthesize hard carbons but the impact of the precursors on the final properties of the anode material 
is not fully understood. In this study the impact of the biomass source on the structural and 
electrochemical properties of hard carbons is unraveled by using different, representative types of 
biomass as examples. The systematic structural and electrochemical investigation of hard carbons 
derived from different sources—namely corncobs, peanut shells, and waste apples, which are 
representative of hemicellulose-, lignin- and pectin-rich biomass, respectively—enables understanding 
and interlinking of the structural and electrochemical properties. 
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Development of High Performance Polyurethane Elastomers Using Vanillin-Based Green Polyol 
Chain Extender Originating from Lignocellulosic Biomass 

Haemin Gang, Daewoo Lee, Kwon-Young Choi, Han-Na Kim, Hoon Ryu, Dai-Soo Lee, and Byung-Gee Kim 

ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2017, 5 (6), pp 4582–4588 

 

Abstract 
Vanillin can be obtained from waste of lignocellulosic bioresources with various methods.1−3 Such 
vanillin was used as chain extender [divanillin-ethanol amine conjugate (DV-EA)] after its dimerization 
and further modification with ethanolamine in the synthesis of biobased polyurethane, thereby 
increasing wt % of biocontents in the final polymer. 1,4-Butanediol often used as a general chain 
extender in polyurethane synthesis was replaced partially with DV-EA. The generated polyurethane hard 
segment consists of DV-EA polyol and MDI (methylene diisocyanate) units or 1,4-butanediol and MDI 
units, respectively. The properties of the DV-EA-based polyurethane were investigated with differential 
scanning calorimetry (DSC), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA), 
X-ray diffraction spectroscopy (XRD), and universal testing machine (UTM). The results showed that 
this advanced polyurethane has 128% of Young’s modulus and 147% of increased strain compared to 
those of control, while its strength and thermal stability were maintained. It is expected that this new 
biobased tetraol may inspire a new perspective of vanillin application in biobased polyurethane 
synthesis. 
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Cellulose Nanofibril-Based Coatings of Woven Cotton Fabrics for Improved Inkjet Printing with 
a Potential in E-Textile Manufacturing 

Oleksandr Nechyporchuk, Junchun Yu, Vincent A. Nierstrasz, and Romain Bordes 

ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2017, 5 (6), pp 4793–4801 

 

Abstract 
The roughness of woven fabrics strongly limits print quality, which is particularly critical in printing of 
conductive circuits on fabrics. This work demonstrates the use of wood-derived cellulose nanofibrils 
(CNFs) mixed with a plasticizer as coatings of woven cotton fabrics for inkjet printing using (i) 
conventional water-based pigment inks and (ii) conductive silver nanoparticle inks. CNFs, being similar 
in nature to cotton, introduced minimal alteration to woven cotton fabrics by preserving their visual 
appearance as well as their mechanical properties. We also showed that the use of CNF-based coatings 
facilitated ink droplet settling on the substrate, which ensured high quality with the potential of higher 
printing speed production. The coatings of CNFs plasticized with glycerol enabled concentrating the 
pigment on the surface of the fabric, preventing its penetration into the fabric depth, which allows for 
increasing the resolution of the printed pattern. When used for color ink printing, it enhanced the print 
chroma and permitted reducing the amount of deposited ink, yielding similar color lightness. The CNF 
coatings allowed for substantial reduction of the amount of silver ink when printing the conductive tracks 
on fabrics. Furthermore, the nature of the coating imparts flexibility to the conductive layer, while 
maintaining electric signal quality, even when folded. This study provides a platform for manufacturing 
sustainable and disposable e-textiles. 
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Lignin Acidolysis Predicts Formaldehyde Generation in Pine Wood 

Guigui Wan and Charles E. Frazier 

ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2017, 5 (6), pp 4830–4836 

 

Abstract 
Pinus virginiana wood was heated (200 °C, 10 or 60 min) while dry or after aqueous/acid/base 
pretreatment in order to reveal mechanisms of formaldehyde (CH2O) generation. Consistent with prior 
reports, among wood structural polymers, lignin was the overwhelming source of biogenic CH2O 
(defined as having a carbon source in wood). Effects of wood extractives were ignored and reserved for 
a later report. The selection of acid catalyst strongly affected CH2O generation as predicted in the 
acidolysis literature of lignin model compounds and isolated lignins. Lignin methoxyl cleavage was 
observed but considered an unlikely source of CH2O under the experimental conditions. Alkaline 
pretreatments did not catalyze CH2O generation above levels observed using neutral water. Regarding 
wood-based composite manufacture, the implications are that lignin reactions might be manipulated 
during hot-pressing. Potential benefits include reduced product emissions and/or novel cross-linking 
strategies using biogenic CH2O. Perhaps even lignin repolymerization could be promoted for benefit, in 
direct opposition to biorefinery strategies for lignin removal. 
 
 
 
 

Acceptorless Dehydrogenative Coupling of Neat Alcohols Using Group VI Sulfide Catalysts 

Lauren R. McCullough, David J. Childers, Rachel A. Watson, Beata A. Kilos, David G. Barton, Eric Weitz, Harold H. Kung, and 
Justin M. Notestein 

ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2017, 5 (6), pp 4890–4896 

 

Abstract 
Group VI sulfides were synthesized via coprecipitation of elemental sulfur and metal hexacarbonyl and 
characterized with XRD, XPS, and TEM. These materials were then demonstrated as active catalysts 
for the acceptorless dehydrogenative coupling of neat ethanol to ethyl acetate, rapidly reaching 
equilibrium conversion and up to 90% selectivity. Other primary alcohols form the corresponding esters, 
while diols formed the corresponding cyclic ethers and oligomers. 

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acssuschemeng.7b00264
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acssuschemeng.7b00303
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Structural Characteristics of Bagasse Furfural Residue and Its Lignin Component. An NMR, Py-
GC/MS, and FTIR Study 

Lalehvash Moghaddam, Jorge Rencoret, Vanita R. Maliger, Darryn W. Rackemann, Mark D. Harrison, Ana Gutiérrez, José C. 
del Río, and William O. S. Doherty 

ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2017, 5 (6), pp 4846–4855 

 

Abstract 
Commercial furfural, an important platform chemical, is produced from acid hydrolysis of lignocellulosic 
biomass. The manufacturing processes are inherently inefficient, and so it is necessary to value add to 
substantial amounts of residue obtained. The structural features of bagasse furfural residue and the 
lignins extracted from it by three NaOH treatments have been studied in order to understand the 
transformations that occurred by these treatments. 2D-NMR and Py-GC/MS of the furfural residue 
revealed that it contains mostly lignin and depolymerized cellulose moieties and the complete absence 
of xylans as a result of their hydrolysis during the furfural production process. In addition, the analyses 
revealed that the furfural residue contains 44% of H-type lignin units, in comparison to 11% for bagasse, 
and most of the lignin interunit linkages present in bagasse have disappeared. The pyrograms show 
that the furfural residue produced unusually high phenol content, which was attributed to the high levels 
of “H-type” units present in this lignin. The proportion of functional groups, particularly total OH aliphatic 
groups, where significantly lower in the extracted lignins compared to soda lignin obtained by the normal 
pulping process. The highest severity of the NaOH extraction process reduced the amount of reactive 
functional groups present in the lignin, though the S/G ratios of ∼1.1 were independent of the extraction 
method. The three lignins have high proportions of “H-units” (around 36–37%), which gives them special 
properties for different applications, particularly in the production of phenolic resins. 
 

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acssuschemeng.7b00274
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Synthesis of Renewable Thermoset Polymers through Successive Lignin Modification Using 
Lignin-Derived Phenols 

Shou Zhao and Mahdi M. Abu-Omar 

ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2017, 5 (6), pp 5059–5066 

 

Abstract 
An approach to lignin-based epoxy networks from both organosolv lignin and lignin-derived phenol 
(dihydroeugenol) are developed using multiple chemical modifications including demethylation, 
phenolation, and a phenol-formaldehyde reaction. Structures of lignin-incorporated novolac polyphenols 
and epoxy networks (LINENs) were characterized using proton nuclear magnetic resonance and 
infrared spectroscopy. Compared to a common synthesis route in which lignin was epoxidized prior to 
blend with comonomers, LINEN derivatives exhibited improved cross-link density, α-relaxation 
temperature and storage modulus in a glassy region as obtained from dynamic mechanical analysis, 
and increased thermal stability measured by thermogravimetric analysis. This study widens the routes 
of lignin modification. Renewable epoxy networks derived from both lignin and lignin derivatives are 
economically and ecologically attractive. 

Role of Steam Explosion on Enzymatic Digestibility, Xylan Extraction, and Lignin Release of 
Lignocellulosic Biomass 

Felicia Rodríguez, Arturo Sanchez, and Carolina Parra 

ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2017, 5 (6), pp 5234–5240 

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acssuschemeng.7b00440
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acssuschemeng.7b00580
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Abstract 
This work studies the contribution of each step of the steam explosion (residence time and sudden 
decompression) of wheat straw. Raw wheat straw and wheat straw with different degrees of xylan 
extraction were subjected to a steam explosion without residence time at 160, 180, 200, or 220 °C, in 
order to identify the individual contribution of the sudden pressure change upon enzymatic digestibility, 
xylan extraction, and lignin release. In addition, the contribution of the residence time of the biomass in 
the reactor before the explosion was estimated using pretreated biomass prepared by autohydrolysis at 
180–220 °C with a residence time of up to 56 min. Results show that steam explosion alone does not 
have significant effects on digestibility, xylan extraction, or lignin release of raw wheat straw. For 
autohydrolyzed biomass, steam explosion of 200 °C and above increases glucose release after 72 h of 
enzymatic hydrolysis at an enzymatic dose of 22 mg protein/g substrate. Digestibility at several 
enzymatic doses were also tested. No significant differences between autohydrolyzed biomass either 
before or after steam explosion were observed with an enzymatic dosage of 44 mg protein/g substrate. 
A simple mathematical model based on experimental results is proposed to describe the effect of steam 
explosion variables (residence time and temperature) on digestibility. 
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Lignin Functionalization through Chemical Demethylation: Preparation and Tannin-Like 
Properties of Demethylated Guaiacyl-Type Synthetic Lignins 

Kaori Sawamura, Yuki Tobimatsu, Hiroshi Kamitakahara, and Toshiyuki Takano 

ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2017, 5 (6), pp 5424–5431 

 

Abstract 
Demethylation of guaiacyl-type synthetic lignin (GDHP) with three different reagents, 1-dodecanethiol 
(DSH), hydroiodic acid (HI), and iodocyclohexane (ICH), was investigated as a basic study for lignin 
functionalization. Demethylation did not proceed efficiently in the reaction with DSH, although cleavage 
of the lignin side chains and nucleophilic substitution by DSH occurred. Demethylation proceeded 
efficiently in the reactions with HI and ICH, with significant cleavage of the lignin side chains. 
Furthermore, a recondensation reaction also occurred in the reaction with ICH. As a result, ICH was 
found to be the most effective demethylation reagent for increasing the phenolic-OH levels in the 
synthetic lignin. GDHP demethylated with ICH showed higher tannin-like properties (bovine serum 
albumin adsorption, 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl radical scavenging, and iron(III) binding abilities) than 
nondemethylated GDHP. The latter two abilities especially were significantly improved. In addition, it 
was found from preliminary experiments that the demethylated GDHP was a useful precursor for lignin-
based epoxy resin. These results suggested that chemical demethylation is an effective method for the 
functionalization of lignin. 
 

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acssuschemeng.7b00748
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Soumitra Agasti, Aniruddha Dey and Debabrata Maiti. Palladium-catalyzed benzofuran and indole synthesis by 
multiple C–H functionalizations.  
Chem. Commun., 2017, 53, 6544–6556  
DOI: 10.1039/C7CC02053H 
 
Heterocyclic compounds are commonly found in the core structures of several pharmaceuticals, natural 
products, and agrochemicals, thus spurring intensive research for conducting their synthesis in a mild and simpler 
way. Over the years, a host of different strategies has been introduced in an effort to synthesize these 
heterocyles. In this context, significant attention has been gained by methodologies that ensure both step as well 
as atom efficiency. Synthesis of heterocyclic moieties via multiple C–H activations was found to fulfill these 
expectations besides guaranteeing the use of starting materials that are easily procurable. This review is focused 
on the current development in the field of benzofuran and indole synthesis using multiple C–H functionalization 
strategies. 
 

 
 
 
Layla Filiciotto, Gustavo de Miguel, Alina M. Balu, Antonio A. Romero, Jan C. van der Waal and Rafael Luque. 
Towards the photophysical studies of humin by-products.  
Chem. Commun., 2017, 53, 7015–7017.  
DOI: 10.1039/C7CC03679E 
 
Biomass conversion into chemicals, materials and fuels emerged in the past decade as the most promising 
alternative to the current petroleum-based industry. However, the chemocatalytic conversion of biomass and 
bio-derived sugars often leads to numerous side-products, such as humins. The limited characterization of humin 
materials restricts their study for possible future applications. Thus, herein photophysical studies on humins and 
separated humin fractions were carried out using steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence techniques. This 
paper aims to add to the literature important information for scientists involved in the photophysical studies. 

 

 
 

http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2017/cc/c7cc02053h
http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2017/cc/c7cc03679e


Sudha Korwar, Michael Burkholder, Stanley E. Gilliland, Kendra Brinkley, B. Frank Gupton and Keith C. Ellis. 
Chelation-directed C–H activation/C–C bond forming reactions catalyzed by Pd(II) nanoparticles supported on 
multiwalled carbon nanotubes.  
Chem. Commun., 2017, 53, 7022–7025 
DOI: 10.1039/C7CC02122D  
 
Chelation-directed C–H activation/C–C bond forming reactions utilizing homogeneous palladium(II) and the 
Pd(II)/Pd(IV) catalytic cycle have been previously reported. Here we report the first use of a solid-supported Pd(II) 
catalyst [Pd(II) nanoparticles on multiwalled carbon nanotubes, Pd(II)/MWCNT] to carry out C–H activation/C–C 
bond forming reactions. The results presented demonstrate that the solid-supported Pd(II)/MWCNT catalyst can 
effectively catalyze these arylation reactions using the Pd(II)/Pd(IV) catalytic cycle. We also show that the solid-
supported catalyst is recyclable, has turnover frequencies up to 2.9-fold higher than the homogeneous catalyst, 
and results in low levels of residual palladium contamination in the products. 

 
 
 
 
 

Okta Suryani, Yuta Higashino, Jacob Yan Mulyana, Masayoshi Kaneko, Takayuki Hoshi, Koichiro Shigaki and Yuji 
Kubo. A near-infrared organic photosensitizer for use in dye-sensitized photoelectrochemical water splitting. 
Chem. Commun., 2017, 53, 6784–6787.    
DOI: 10.1039/C7CC02730C 
 
Dye-sensitized photoelectrochemical cells (DSPECs) composed of a new near-infrared BODIPY dye D1 that is co-
deposited with a ruthenium water oxidation catalyst C1 have been fabricated. The devices at pH 7.2 showed an 
excellent Faradaic efficiency of H2 production (65.8%) that was 5.4 times larger than that of a triphenylamine 
photosensitizer D2 and C1-coadsorbed cell. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2017/cc/c7cc02122d
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Esmail Doustkhaha, Sadegh Rostamniaa, Behnam Gholipoura, Behzad Zeynizadehb, Ali Baghbanc, Rafael Luqued. 
Design of chitosan-dithiocarbamate magnetically separable catalytic nanocomposites for greener aqueous 
oxidations at room temperature. 
Molecular Catalysis, 2017, 234, 7–15 
DOI: 10.1016/j.mcat.2017.01.031 
 
• Preparation of Fe3O4-chitosan nanocomposites. 
• Multifunctional magnetically separable Catalysts for oxidations. 
• Room temperature aqueous oxidation of benzylic alcohols. 
• Mild reaction conditions at short times of reaction (typically 2–3 h) 
• Reusable catalyst for at least for 8 runs. 
 
A Fe3O4-chitosan (Fe3O4-CS) nanocomposite was prepared using an in situ approach via co-precipitation of Fe2+ 

and Fe3+ under basic conditions, followed by carbon disulfide post-modification and subsequent functionalisation 
with NH2-Fe3+ functionalities. The multifunctional magnetically separable nanomaterial was employed as catalyst 
in the room temperature aqueous oxidation of benzylic alcohols in the presence of H2O2. Excellent yields to 
oxidation products (>90%) could be obtained under mild reaction conditions at short times of reaction (typically 
2–3 h), with the catalyst successfully recovered by a simple magnet and reused at least for 8 runs without a 
significant decrease in product yields. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2468823117300214


Resmin Khatun, Piyali Bhanja, Rostam Ali Molla, Swarbhanu Ghosh, Asim Bhaumik, Sk. Manirul Islam. 
Functionalized SBA-15 material with grafted –CO2H group as an efficient heterogeneous acid catalyst for the 
fixation of CO2 on epoxides under atmospheric pressure. 
Molecular Catalysis, 2017, 434, 25–31 
DOI: 10.1016/j.mcat.2017.01.013 
 
• Acid functionalized SBA-15 material has been synthesized and characterized. 
• Functionalized SBA-15 showed excellent catalytic activity for the synthesis of cyclic carbonates. 
• A wide range of lefins undergoes this carbon dioxide fixation reaction under atmospheric pressure. 
• Acid functionalized SBA-15 material showed high recycling efficiency. 
 
Carboxylic acid functionalized SBA-15 material AFS-1 has been synthesized through post synthetic route and the 
mesophase of the material has been characterized by powder X-ray diffraction, transmission electron microscopy 
and N2 adsorption/desorption studies. Post-synthesis functionalization resulted high loading of carboxylic acid 
groups at the surface of highly ordered mesoporous silica. The material showed excellent catalytic activity for 
the production of cyclic carbonates from a wide range of epoxides in the presence of carbon dioxide (CO2) at 
atmospheric pressure and room temperature. The catalyst can be reused five times without significant loss of its 
catalytic activity. 

 
 
 

Frederic Delbecq, YanTao Wang, Christophe Len. Various carbohydrate precursors dehydration to 5-HMF in an 
acidic biphasic system under microwave heating using betaine as a co-catalyst. 
Molecular Catalysis, 2017, 434, 80–85 
DOI: 10.1016/j.mcat.2017.02.037 
 
• Microwave activation for the dehydration of starch, cellulose, glucose and fructose. 
• Betain and formic acid are efficient acid catalysts for the synthesis of HMF. 
• The reusability of the catalyst was efficient during seven cycles. 
• Application to oligomer of hexose gave HMF in good yield. 
 
A mixture of betaine–formic acid was employed to convert d-glucose and d-fructose into 5-
hydroxymethylfurfural (5-HMF) with high selectivity and also for the direct conversion of water-soluble starch 
and microcrystalline insoluble cellulose. The reactions were performed in average of temperature found 
between 160 and 200 °C regarding the nature of the substrate. The reactions were carried out under microwave 
heating and performed in a water–MIBK biphasic system at different ratios. In each case, the specific optimized 
condition gave values of HMF yields of 82%, 55%, 54% and 47% respectively from d-fructose, d-glucose, water-
soluble starch and cellulose microcrystalline powder. 

 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2468823117300111
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2468823117301281
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Reactions of hexadehydro-Diels–Alder benzynes with structurally complex multifunctional 

natural products 

Sean P. Ross and Thomas R. Hoye* 

NATURE CHEMISTRY, 2017, 9, 523 

 

 
 
Abstract 
 
An important question in organic chemistry concerns the extent to which benzynes—one of the classical 

reactive intermediates in organic chemistry—can react in discriminating fashion with trapping reagents. In  

particular, whether these species can react selectively with substrates containing multiple functional groups  

and possible sites of reactivity has remained unanswered. Natural products comprise a palette of 

bifunctional compounds with which to address this question. Here, we show that benzynes produced by the 

hexadehydro-Diels–Alder (HDDA) reaction react with many secondary metabolites with a preference for one 

among several pathways. Examples demonstrating such selectivity include reactions with: phenolics, 

through dearomatizing ortho-substitution; alkaloids, through Hofmann-type elimination tropolone and furan, 

through cycloaddition; and alkaloids, through three-component fragmentation–coupling reactions. We also 

demonstrate that the cinchona alkaloids quinidine and quinine give rise to products (some in as few as 

three steps) that enable subsequent and rapid access to  tructurally diverse polyheterocyclic compounds. 

The results show that benzynes are quite discriminating in their reactivity—a trait perhaps not broadly 

enough appreciated.  
 

 
 

 

http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/v9/n6/abs/nchem.2732.html
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Asymmetric silver-catalysed intermolecular bromotrifluoromethoxylation of alkenes with a 

new trifluoromethoxylation reagent 
 
Shuo Guo, Fei Cong1, Rui Guo, Liang Wang and Pingping Tang*  

NATURE CHEMISTRY, 2017, 9, 546 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
Fluorinated organic compounds are becoming increasingly important in pharmaceuticals, 

agrochemicals and materials science. The introduction of trifluoromethoxy groups into new drugs and 

agrochemicals has attracted much attention due to their strongly electron-withdrawing nature and high 

lipophilicity. However, synthesis of trifluoromethoxylated organic molecules is difficult owing to the 

decomposition of trifluoromethoxide anion and β-fluoride elimination from transitionmetal– 

trifluoromethoxide complexes, and no catalytic enantioselective trifluoromethoxylation reaction has 

been reported until now. Here, we present an example of an asymmetric silver-catalysed 

intermolecular bromotrifluoromethoxylation of alkenes with trifluoromethyl arylsulfonate (TFMS) as a 

new trifluoromethoxylation reagent. Compared to other trifluoromethoxylation reagents, TFMS is easily 

prepared and thermally stable with good reactivity. In addition, this reaction is operationally simple, 

scalable and proceeds under mild reaction conditions. Furthermore, broad scope and good functional 

group compatibility has been demonstrated by application of the method to the 

bromotrifluoromethoxylation of double bonds in natural products and natural product derivatives. 

 

http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/v9/n6/abs/nchem.2711.html
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Structural and functional synthetic model of monoiron hydrogenase featuring an anthracene 
scaffold 
 

Junhyeok Seo, Taylor A. Manes and Michael J. Rose*   

NATURE CHEMISTRY, 2017, 9, 552 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
 
Mono-iron hydrogenase was the third type of hydrogenase discovered. Its Lewis acidic iron(II) centre 

promotes the heterolytic cleavage of the H–H bond and this non-redox H2 activation distinguishes it from the 

well-studied dinuclear [FeFe] and [NiFe] hydrogenases. Cleavage of the H–H bond is followed by hydride 

transfer to the enzyme’s organic substrate, H4MPT+, which serves as a CO2 ‘carrier’ in methanogenic 

pathways. Here we report a scaffold-based synthetic approach by which to model mono-iron hydrogenase 

using an anthracene framework, which supports a biomimetic fac-C,N, S coordination motif to an iron(II) 

centre. This arrangement includes the biomimetic and organometallic Fe–C σ bond, which enables 

bidirectional activity reminiscent of the native enzyme: the complex activates H2 under mild conditions, and 

catalyses C–H hydride abstraction plus H2 generation from a model substrate. Notably, neither H2 activation 

nor C–H hydride abstraction was observed in the analogous complex with a pincer-type mer-C,N,S ligation, 

emphasizing the importance of the fac-C,N,S-iron(II) motif in promoting enzyme-like reactivity. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/v9/n6/abs/nchem.2707.html
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Unique physicochemical and catalytic properties dictated by the B3NO2 ring system 
 

Hidetoshi Noda, Makoto Furutachi, Yasuko Asada, Masakatsu Shibasaki* and Naoya Kumagai* 

NATURE CHEMISTRY, 2017, 9, 571  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
 
The expansion of molecular diversity beyond what nature can produce is a fundamental objective in 

chemical sciences. Despite the rich chemistry of boron-containing heterocycles, the 1,3-dioxa-5-aza-2,4,6-

triborinane (DATB) ring system, which is characterized by a six-membered B3NO2 core, remains elusive. 

Here, we report the synthesis of m-terphenyltemplated DATB derivatives, displaying high stability and 

peculiar Lewis acidity arising from the three suitably arranged boron atoms. We identify a particular utility for 

DATB in the dehydrative amidation of carboxylic acids and amines, a reaction of high academic and 

industrial importance. The three boron sites are proposed to engage in substrate assembly, lowering the 

entropic cost of the transition state, in contrast with the operative mechanism of previously reported 

catalysts and amide coupling reagents. The distinct mechanistic pathway dictated by the DATB core will 

advance not only such amidations, but also other reactions driven by multisite activation. 
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Switchable regioselectivity in amine-catalysed asymmetric cycloadditions 
 
Zhi Zhou, Zhou-Xiang Wang, Yuan-Chun Zhou, Wei Xiao, Qin Ouyang*, Wei Du and Ying-Chun Chen* 

 
NATURE CHEMISTRY, 2017, 9, 590 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
 
Building small-molecule libraries with structural and stereogenic diversity plays an important role in drug 

discovery. The development of switchable intermolecular cycloaddition reactions from identical substrates in 

different regioselective fashions would provide an attractive protocol. However, this also represents a 

challenge in organic chemistry, because it is difficult to control regioselectivity to afford the products 

exclusively and at the same time achieve high levels of stereoselectivity. Here, we report the diversified 

cycloadditions of α′-alkylidene-2-cyclopentenones catalysed by cinchonaderived primary amines. An 

asymmetric γ,β′-regioselective intermolecular [6+2] cycloaddition reaction with 3-olefinic (7-aza)oxindoles is 

realized through the in situ generation of formal 4-aminofulvenes, while a different β,γ-regioselective [2+2] 

cycloaddition reaction with maleimides to access fused cyclobutanes is disclosed. In contrast, an intriguing 

α,γ-regioselective [4+2] cycloaddition reaction is uncovered with the same set of substrates, by employing 

an unprecedented dual small-molecule catalysis of amines and thiols. All of the cycloaddition reactions 

exhibit excellent regio- and stereoselectivity, producing a broad spectrum of chiral architectures with high 

structural diversity and molecular complexity.  
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Prebiotic selection and assembly of proteinogenic amino acids and natural nucleotides from 
complex mixtures 
 
Saidul Islam, Dejan-Krešimir Bučar and Matthew W. Powner* 

 
NATURE CHEMISTRY, 2017, 9, 584  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
 
A central problem for the prebiotic synthesis of biological amino acids and nucleotides is to avoid the 

concomitant synthesis of undesired or irrelevant by-products. Additionally, multistep pathways require 

mechanisms that enable the sequential addition of reactants and purification of intermediates that are 

consistent with reasonable geochemical scenarios. Here, we show that 2-aminothiazole reacts selectively 

with two- and three-carbon sugars (glycolaldehyde and glyceraldehyde, respectively), which results in their 

accumulation and purification as stable crystalline aminals. This permits ribonucleotide synthesis, even from 

complex sugar mixtures. Remarkably, aminal formation also overcomes the thermodynamically favoured 

isomerization of glyceraldehyde into dihydroxyacetone because only the aminal of glyceraldehyde  eparates 

from the equilibrating mixture. Finally, we show that aminal formation provides a novel pathway to amino 

acids that avoids the synthesis of the non-proteinogenic α,α-disubstituted analogues. The common 

physicochemical mechanism that controls the proteinogenic amino acid and ribonucleotide assembly from 

prebiotic mixtures suggests that these essential classes of metabolite had a unified chemical origin. 

 

http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/v9/n6/abs/nchem.2703.html
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Rh(III)-Catalyzed Regio- and Chemoselective [4 + 1]-Annulation of Azoxy Compounds with 
Diazoesters for the Synthesis of 2H-Indazoles: Roles of the Azoxy Oxygen Atom 
Zhen Long, Zhigang Wang, Danni Zhou, Danyang Wan, and Jingsong You 
Org. Lett., 2017, 19 (11), 2777 

 
A Rh(III)-catalyzed tandem C–H alkylation/intramolecular decarboxylative cyclization of azoxy 
compounds with diazoesters for the synthesis of 3-acyl-2H-indazoles is disclosed. The azoxy instead 
of the azo group enables a distinct approach for cyclative capture, leading to a [4 + 1]-annulation 
rather than a classic [4 + 2] manner. The azoxy oxygen atom is traceless after annulation, and further 
removal from the product is not required. This reaction features a complete regioselectivity for 
unsymmetrical azoxybenzenes and a compatibility of monoaryldiazene oxides. 
 
Pd(II)-Catalyzed Aerobic Intermolecular 1,2-Diamination of Conjugated Dienes: A Regio- and 
Chemoselective [4 + 2] Annulation for the Synthesis of Tetrahydroquinoxalines 
Zhengxing Wu, Ke Wen, Jingang Zhang, and Wanbin Zhang 
Org. Lett., 2017, 19 (11), 2813 

 
A Pd(II)-catalyzed aerobic intermolecular 1,2-diamination of conjugated dienes was developed for the 
regio- and chemoselective preparation of a variety of functionalized tetrahydroquinoxalines, using 
simple sulfonyl protected o-phenylendiamines as a nitrogen source. This methodology provides a 
direct and efficient synthesis of tetrahydroquinoxalines. O2 was used as the stoichiometric oxidant, 
and reaction conditions were applied to a series of o-phenylendiamines and conjugated dienes. 35 
examples are described, and good yields and selectivities are obtained for the majority of the 
products. 
 
Ag-Catalyzed Oxidative Cyclization Reaction of 1,6-Enynes and Sodium Sulfinate: Access to 
Sulfonylated Benzofurans 
Wanqing Wu, Songjian Yi, Wei Huang, Di Luo, and Huanfeng Jiang 
Org. Lett., 2017, 19 (11), 2825 

 
A convenient protocol for the synthesis of sulfonylated benzofurans via Ag-catalyzed oxidative 
cyclization has been established. Chemically stable and easily available sodium sulfinates were used 
as the sulfonylation reagents and building block for the heterocycle construction. With this novel 
strategy, various benzofurans bearing dual functional groups could be obtained in good yields with 
high chemo- and regioselectivities under mild conditions. 
 
Synthesis of Spiropentadiene Pyrazolones by Rh(III)-Catalyzed Formal sp3 C–H 
Activation/Annulation 
Jiuan Zheng, Panpan Li, Meng Gu, Aijun Lin, and Hequan Yao 
Org. Lett., 2017, 19 (11), 2829 

 
A Rh-catalyzed enol-directed formal sp3 C–H activation/annulation of α-arylidene pyrazolones with 
alkynes has been developed. This reaction provides a convenient route to synthesize spiropentadiene 
pyrazolones in good to excellent yields at room temperature, exhibiting good functional group 
tolerance, gram scalability, and high regioselectivity. Of note, the α-arylidene pyrazolone was 
introduced as a novel C3 synthon in C–H activation/annulation. 
 
 

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.orglett.7b00631
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.orglett.7b00919
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.orglett.7b00980
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.orglett.7b00930
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Selective Aerobic C–H Amination of Phenols with Primary Amines over Copper toward 
Benzoxazoles  
Long Liu, Liang-Wei Qian, Shaofeng Wu, Jianyu Dong, Qing Xu, Yongbo Zhou, and Shuang-Feng Yin 
Org. Lett., 2017, 19 (11), 2849 

 
Using O2 as the oxidant, the benzoxazole frameworks can be directly constructed from the readily 
available phenols and primary amines in the presence of NH4PF6 over copper under mild conditions. 
Mechanistic studies showed that a novel mechanism involving biphenyldiols and o-quinones very 
possibly takes effect in the reaction, because both can selectively give the benzoxazoles under the 
reaction conditions. An unprecedented unstrained Caryl–Caryl bond cleavage takes place in the 
reaction. 
 
Copper(I)-Catalyzed Interrupted Click Reaction with TMSCF3: Synthesis of 5-Trifluoromethyl 
1,2,3-Triazoles  
Kelvin Pak Shing Cheung and Gavin Chit Tsui 
Org. Lett., 2017, 19 (11), 2881 

 
We herein describe a Cu(I)-catalyzed interrupted click reaction, using (trifluoromethyl)trimethylsilane 
(TMSCF3) as a nucleophilic CF3 source, to synthesize 5-trifluoromethyl 1,2,3-triazoles in one step 
from readily available terminal alkynes and azides. The reaction shows complete regioselectivity, 
broad substrate scope, and good functional group tolerability. The application of the reaction has been 
demonstrated in the synthesis of a trifluoromethylated analog of antiepileptic drug rufinamide. 
 
Iron Phosphate Catalyzed Asymmetric Cross-Dehydrogenative Coupling of 2-Naphthols with β-
Ketoesters  
Sachin Narute and Doron Pappo 
Org. Lett., 2017, 19 (11), 2917 

 
Chiral iron phosphate complexes were successfully exploited for asymmetric cross-dehydrogenative 
coupling reactions between 2-naphthols and β-ketoester derivatives. On the basis of kinetic studies, it 
is suggested that iron monophosphate complexes constitute the active catalysts that induce 
stereoselectivity during the carbon–carbon bond-formation step. 
 
Determination of the Absolute Configuration of β-Chiral Primary Alcohols Using the Competing 
Enantioselective Conversion Method  
Alexander S. Burns, Alexander J. Wagner, Jennifer L. Fulton, Kyle Young, Armen Zakarian, and Scott. D. Rychnovsky 
Org. Lett., 2017, 19 (11), 2953 

 
A method for determining the absolute configuration of β-chiral primary alcohols has been developed. 
Enantioenriched alcohols were acylated in the presence of either enantiomer of the enantioselective 
acylation catalyst HBTM, and the faster reaction was determined by measuring product conversion 
using 1H NMR spectroscopic analysis. An empirical mnemonic was developed that correlates the 
absolute configuration of the alcohol to the faster reacting catalyst. Successful substrates for this 
method include primary alcohols that bear a “directing group” on the stereogenic center; directing 
groups include arenes, heteroarenes, enones, and halides. 

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.orglett.7b01061
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Regioselective Ni-Catalyzed Carboxylation of Allylic and Propargylic Alcohols with Carbon 
Dioxide  
Yue-Gang Chen, Bin Shuai, Cong Ma, Xiu-Jie Zhang, Ping Fang, and Tian-Sheng Mei 
Org. Lett., 2017, 19 (11), 29697 

 
An efficient Ni-catalyzed reductive carboxylation of allylic alcohols with CO2 has been successfully 
developed, providing linear β,γ-unsaturated carboxylic acids as the sole regioisomer with generally 
high E/Z stereoselectivity. In addition, the carboxylic acids can be generated from propargylic alcohols 
via hydrogenation to give allylic alcohol intermediates, followed by carboxylation. A preliminary 
mechanistic investigation suggests that the hydrogenation step is made possible by a Ni hydride 
intermediate produced by a hydrogen atom transfer from water. 
 
Synthesis of 6-Substituted Piperidin-3-ones via Rh(II)-Catalyzed Transannulation of N-Sulfonyl-
1,2,3-triazoles with Electron-Rich Aromatic Nucleophiles  
Yang Li, Ran Zhang, Arshad Ali, Jing Zhang, Xihe Bi, and Junkai Fu 
Org. Lett., 2017, 19 (12), 3087 

 
A highly diastereoselective rhodium(II)-catalyzed transannulation of aldehyde-tethered N-sulfonyl 
triazoles with electron-rich aromatic nucleophiles is reported for the first time to afford functionalized 6-
substituted piperidin-3-ones. The reaction has a broad substrate scope including both aliphatic and 
aromatic N-sulfonyl-1,2,3-triazoles together with various aromatic nucleophiles. The addition of a 
catalytic amount of Lewis acid has proven to be crucial for the yield improvement. By employing this 
methodology, hardly accessible piperidin-3-ones bearing quaternary carbons could be obtained. 
 
Enantioselective Synthesis of Tetrahydropyridines/Piperidines via Stepwise [4 + 2]/[2 + 2] 
Cyclizations  
Zhen Wang, Huacheng Xu, Qin Su, Ping Hu, Pan-Lin Shao, Yun He, and Yixin Lu 
Org. Lett., 2017, 19 (12), 31117 

 
A phosphine-catalyzed novel enantioselective [4 + 2]-annulation reaction between allene ketones and 
1-azadienes has been developed, and tetrahydropyridines were obtained in good yields and with 
excellent enantioselectivities. Subsequent exposure of tetrahydropyridines to benzyne leads to a [2 + 
2]-cyclization, creating optically enriched polycyclic piperidines with a quaternary stereogenic center 
and a cyclobutene moiety. The reported stepwise [4 + 2]/[2 + 2]-cycloadditions represent a new 
approach to access enantiomerically enriched nitrogen-containing six-membered ring systems. 
 
Enantioselective Synthesis of Functionalized 4-Aryl Hydrocoumarins and 4-Aryl Hydroquinolin-
2-ones via Intramolecular Vinylogous Rauhut–Currier Reaction of para-Quinone Methides  
Xiang-Zhi Zhang, Kang-Ji Gan, Xiao-Xue Liu, Yu-Hua Deng, Fang-Xin Wang, Ke-Yin Yu, Jing Zhang, and Chun-An Fan 
Org. Lett., 2017, 19 (12), 32077 

 
A novel strategy for the asymmetric construction of functionalized 4-aryl-3,4-dihydrocoumarins and 4-
aryl-3,4-dihydroquinolin-2-ones via an intramolecular vinylogous Rauhut–Currier reaction of para-

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.orglett.7b01208
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.orglett.7b01180
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.orglett.7b01221
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quinone methides (p-QMs) under the bifunctional catalysis of chiral amine-phosphine is described. 
This intramolecular mode for the catalytic enantioselective 1,6-conjugate addition of p-QMs has been 
explored for the first time, delivering two types of synthetically important heterocycles in high yields 
and enantioselectivites. 
 
Catalytic Asymmetric Construction of the Tryptanthrin Skeleton via an Enantioselective 
Decarboxylative [4 + 2] Cyclization  
Guang-Jian Mei, Chen-Yu Bian, Guo-Hao Li, Shao-Li Xu, Wen-Qin Zheng, and Feng Shi 
Org. Lett., 2017, 19 (12), 3219 

 
The first catalytic asymmetric construction of the tryptanthrin skeleton has been established, taking 
advantage of a palladium(0)/chiral ligand-catalyzed enantioselective decarboxylative [4 + 2] cyclization 
of vinyl benzoxazinanones with isatins. This reaction has not only provided a direct and efficient 
method for constructing chiral tryptanthrin skeleta in high yields and excellent enantioselectivities (up 
to 97% yield, >99% ee) but also represents the first catalytic asymmetric decarboxylative cyclization of 
vinyl benzoxazinanones with isatins. 
 
Enantioselective Iridium-Catalyzed Allylic Cyclizations  
Michael A. Schafroth, Stephan M. Rummelt, David Sarlah, and Erick M. Carreira 
Org. Lett., 2017, 19 (12), 32357 

 
A method for the enantioselective synthesis of carbo- and heterocyclic ring systems enabled through 
the combination of Lewis acid activation and iridium-catalyzed allylic substitution is described. The 
reaction proceeds with branched, allylic alcohols and carbon nucleophiles as well as 
heteronucleophiles to give a diverse set of ring systems in good yields and with high 
enantioselectivities. The utility of the method is highlighted by the asymmetric syntheses of 
erythrococcamides A and B. 
 
Syntheses of Chroman-2-ones and α-Amino Acids through a Diastereoselective Domino 
Reaction  
D. Balaji Chandrasekhar, Shwu-Chen Tsay, Tapan K. Pradhan, and Jih Ru Hwu 
J. Org. Chem., 2017, 82 (11), 5524 

 
Many 3-aminochroman-2-ones and β,β-diarylalanines exhibit significant biological activities. A new 
method was thus developed for the syntheses of these compounds with high efficiency and 
diastereoselectivity. First, treatment of various phenols with Erlenmeyer–Plochl (Z)-azlactones and 
AlCl3 in toluene produced the desired cis-3-aminochroman-2-ones in 65–90% yields under kinetic 
control. This coupling reaction involved a domino process of Friedel–Crafts alkylation, 1,4-AlCl3 shift, 
transesterification, and protodealumination in a “single-flask.” The corresponding products, however, 
were not generated by replacement of AlCl3 with a protonic acid. Second, hydrolysis of the resultant 3-
amino-4-arylchroman-2-ones by NaHCO3 in a mixture of THF and water gave α-(N-benzoyl)amino 
acids. Further deprotection of these isolated compounds by use of hydrochloric acid (12 N) in 
methanol afforded the desired free amino acids in 80–88% yields. Under these optimized conditions, 
epimerization did not occur at the α carbons of α-(N-benzoyl)- and free α-amino acids. These new 
findings provide a convenient way to generate 3,4-disubtituted chroman-2-ones and β,β-diarylalanine 
derivatives with very high stereoselectivity. 
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The Synthesis of Chiral β,β-Diaryl Allylic Alcohols and Their Use in the Preparation of α-
Tertiary Allylamines and Quaternary α-Amino Acids  
Michał Pieczykolan, Aleksandra Narczyk, and Sebastian Stecko 
J. Org. Chem., 2017, 82 (11), 5636 

 
An approach to nonracemic β,β-diarylsubstituted allyl alcohols is described. Their synthesis starts from 
l-lactic acid-derived propargyl alcohol, which is submitted to sequential Sonogashira/Suzuki or 
Sonagashira/Stille coupling reactions. Both approaches enable the synthesis of either (Z)- or (E)-allylic 
alcohols regarding the order of introducing coupling agents. The obtained allyl alcohols were applied 
in the synthesis of nonracemic α-tertiary allylamines via stereocontrolled cyanate-to-isocyanate 
sigmatropic rearrangement reactions of the corresponding allyl carbamates. The stereoselectivity of 
the process is controlled by the geometry of the double bond of the starting allyl derivative. As 
demonstrated, a rearrangement of (S,Z)-allyl carbamates provides (S)-teriary allylamines, whereas the 
transformation (S,E)-isomers leads to (R)-allylamines. 
 
PPh3 Mediated Reductive Annulation Reaction between Isatins and Electron Deficient Dienes 
to Construct Spirooxindole Compounds 
Lei Zhang, Hong Lu, Guo-Qiang Xu, Zhu-Yin Wang, and Peng-Fei Xu 
J. Org. Chem., 2017, 82 (11), 5782 

 
A PPh3 mediated reductive annulation reaction between isatins and 4,4-dicyano-2-methylenebut-3-
enoates was developed. The reaction provided an alternative method for constructing five- and three-
membered all-carbon spirooxindole compounds. Lithium chloride as a Lewis acid played a key role in 
the synthesis of spirocyclopentenyl oxindole compounds. 
 
Phenanthrene Synthesis by Palladium-Catalyzed Benzannulation with o-Bromobenzyl Alcohols 
through Multiple Carbon–Carbon Bond Formations  
Masayuki Iwasaki, Yasuhiro Araki, and Yasushi Nishihara 
J. Org. Chem., 2017, 82 (12), 6242 
 

 
A palladium-catalyzed benzannulation with o-bromobenzyl alcohols enabled the facile construction of 
phenanthrene skeletons via the sequential multiple carbon–carbon bond formations. A variety of 
multisubstituted phenanthrenes were synthesized by the reaction of (Z)-β-halostyrenes with o-
bromobenzyl alcohols as well as by the three-component coupling of alkynes, aryl bromides, and o-
bromobenzyl alcohols. The electron-deficient phosphine ligand played an important role to control the 
sequential oxidative addition of two different organic halides employed, which realized the selective 
formation of the desired phenanthrenes in good yields. This synthetic protocol was also applicable to 
the synthesis of the highly fused polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons such as tetraphenes. 
 
 
 
 

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.joc.7b00475
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Rapid Access to Indeno[1,2-c]quinolines via Brønsted Acid- Catalyzed Cascade Reaction  
Siva Senthil Kumar Boominathan and Jeh-Jeng Wang 
Adv. Synth. Catal. 2017, 359, 1844. 

 
A Brønsted acid-catalyzed annulation strategy has been developed to construct indeno[1,2-
c]quinolines. This tandem synthetic method proceeds through a sequential electrophilic addition 
followed by a Friedel–Crafts-type reaction. A variety of tetracyclic compounds was obtained in 
moderate to high yields under mild reaction conditions in a short time. 
 
Asymmetric Synthesis of 2-Thiocyanato-2-(1-aminoalkyl)-substituted 1-Tetralones and 1-
Indanones with Tetrasubstituted Carbon Stereogenic Centers via Cooperative Cation-Binding 
Catalysis  
Lei Yu, Xiaoyan Wu, Mun Jong Kim, Venkataramasubramanian Vaithiyanathan, Yidong Liu, Yu Tan, WenLing Qin, Choong Eui 
Song and Hailong Yan 
Adv. Synth. Catal. 2017, 359, 1879 

 
In this study, the concept of cooperative cation-binding catalysis was applied for direct generation of 
two contiguous trisubstituted and tetrasubstituted stereogenic centers. Using the readily accessible 
chiral oligoethylene glycol (oligoEG) as a cation-binding catalyst, asymmetric Mannich reactions of α-
thiocyanato cyclic ketones as Mannich donors were performed with α-amidosulfones as the bench-
stable imine precursors in the presence of potassium fluoride as the base, affording 2-thiocyanato-2-
(1-aminoalkyl)-substituted 1-tetralones and 1-indanones possessing fully substituted C–SCN centers. 
The salient features of this process include (i) a transition metal-free and operationally simple 
procedure, (ii) direct use of α-amidosulfones as bench-stable precursors of sensitive imines, (iii) direct 
enolization of racemic cyclic α-thiocyanato ketones and (iv) excellent stereoselectivity with up to 99% 
ee and >20:1 diastereoselectivity (anti:syn). This protocol is easily scalable and provides a new 
approach for the syntheses of some biologically relevant products possessing fully substituted C–SCN 
centers. 
 
NBS-Mediated Oxygen Transfer Reaction of Carbonyl in Ester: Efficient Synthesis of Benzil–o-
carboxylate Derivative From o-Alkynylbenzoate  
Si-Tian Yuan, Yan-Hua Wang, Jin-Biao Liu and Guanyinsheng Qiu 
Adv. Synth. Catal. 2017, 359, 1981 

 
A neighbouring ester group-participated diketonization of o-alkynylbenzoate is described here for the 
synthesis of benzil-o-carboxylate. Application of the resulting benzil-o-carboxylate in the synthesis of 
quinoxalines is also reached from o-alkynylbenzoate in an one-pot fashion. This diketonization 
proceeds smoothly with a high regioselectivity under mild conditions. Importantly, neighbouring group 
plays an important role in diketonization. A plausible mechanism suggests that a bromo-incoporated 
isocoumarin cation is described as an intermediate, and the whole process is constituted by NBS-
mediated electrophilic 6-endo annulation and oxygen transfer reaction through NBS-mediated 
oxidative ring-opening. Water serves as a nucleophile of ring-opening. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/adsc.201700190/full
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Efficient carbon-supported heterogeneous molybdenum-dioxo catalyst for chemoselective 
reductive carbonyl coupling  

Shengsi Liu, Jiaqi Li, Titel Jurca, Peter C. Stair, Tracy L. Lohr and Tobin J. Marks 

Catalysis Science & Technology 2017, 7, 2165-2169 

 
 
Reductive coupling of various carbonyl compounds to the corresponding symmetric ethers with 
dimethylphenylsilane is reported using a carbon-supported dioxo-molybdenum catalyst. The catalyst is 
air- and moisture-stable and can be easily separated from the reaction mixture for recycling. In addition, 
the catalyst is chemoselective, thus enabling the synthesis of functionalized ethers without requiring 
sacrificial ligands or protecting groups. 

 
 

Epoxidation of propene using Au/TiO2: on the difference between H2 and CO as a co-reactant 

Shamayita Kanungo, Yaqiong Su, M. F. Neira d'Angelo, Jaap C. Schouten and  Emiel J. M. Hensen 

Catalysis Science & Technology, 2017, 7, 2252-2261  

 
The role of the reducing gas in the direct epoxidation of propene to propene oxide (PO) using O2 over a 
Au/TiO2 catalyst was studied through experiments and density functional theory calculations. It was 
found that PO can be obtained using both H2 and CO as co-reactants. The yield of PO was much lower 
with CO than that with H2. The role of the oxygen atoms of the titania support was studied by quantum-
chemical investigations, which show that the mechanism involving CO as a co-reactant should proceed 
via surface oxygen vacancies, whereas with H2 the well-accepted pathway involving OOH is favored. 
Steady-state isotopic transient kinetic analysis experiments demonstrate that support oxygen atoms are 
involved in PO formation when CO is used as the co-reactant. 
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Recent progress on upgrading of bio-oil to hydrocarbons over metal/zeolite bifunctional 
catalysts 

Yanchun Shi, Enhui Xing, Kejing Wu, Jianlong Wang, Mingde Yang and  Yulong Wu 

Catalysis Science & Technology, 2017, 7, 2385-2415 

 
Upgrading of bio-oil is of high necessity and popularity in converting biomass to high-quality 
hydrocarbons (transportation fuels and petrochemicals) to reduce the overall CO2 emissions of fossil 
based materials. There are hundreds of different oxygenated compounds identified in bio-oil, resulting 
in a high oxygen content (30% to 50%). This review focuses on recent progress in the upgrading of bio-
oil over metal/zeolite bifunctional catalysts, with model compounds and real bio-oil included. Firstly, 
typical model compounds and corresponding reaction routes are summarized, based upon the 
composition of the bio-oil and a basic knowledge of chemical reactions. Secondly, careful analyses are 
conducted on the deoxygenation mechanisms over different metal active centers and acid-catalyzed 
reactions, such as isomerization and cracking, over zeolitic acid sites, respectively. Moreover, detailed 
analyses have focused on the effect of metal loadings on zeolites, the effects of zeolitic porosity and 
acidity on the metal, and their overall effects on reaction activity, selectivity and stability. Thirdly, the 
fundamental understanding of the interaction between the metal centers and zeolite acid sites in 
bifunctional catalysts and their influences on complex reaction networks, including deoxygenation and 
acid-catalyzed reactions, is analyzed. The metal/acid balance may be the key in improving the catalytic 
activity and product selectivity in the upgrading of bio-oil, which needs further careful design. Finally, the 
potential challenges and opportunities for the upgrading of bio-oil over metal/zeolite bifunctional 
catalysts are outlined. 
 

An efficient Cu-catalyzed azide–alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) reaction in aqueous medium 
with a zwitterionic ligand, betaine 

Jung-Ah Shin, Su-Jin Oh, Hee-Yoon Lee and Yeong-Gweon Lim 

Catalysis Science & Technology, 2017, 7, 2450-2456 

 
Cu-catalyzed azide–alkyne cycloaddition reaction in aqueous medium was dramatically accelerated by 
a simple zwitterionic additive, betaine, at ambient temperature. In the presence of betaine, 1,4-
disubstituted-1,2,3-triazoles were obtained from azides and terminal alkynes in excellent yields under 
2.5–200 ppm levels of Cu(I) in water. This method resulted in the remarkable reduction of the Cu(I) 
concentration down to ppm levels. The advantages of this protocol include the use of a conventional Cu 
catalytic system with commercially available betaine, which is generally non-toxic for biological 
application. Therefore, this efficient catalytic system should have broad applications in life science 
research and materials science. 
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Bifunctional property of Pt nanoparticles deposited on TiO2 for the photocatalytic sp3C–sp3C 
cross-coupling reactions between THF and alkanes 

Akanksha Tyagi, Akira Yamamoto, Tatsuhisa Kato and Hisao Yoshida 

Catalysis Science & Technology, 2017, 7, 2616-2623 

 
The photocatalytic sp3C–sp3C cross-coupling between tetrahydrofuran (THF) and various alkanes was 
accomplished with Pt loaded titanium oxide (Pt/TiO2) photocatalysts. The cross-coupling between THF 
and cyclohexane was systematically studied, which revealed that the reaction followed two routes: the 
main course was the photooxidation of both substrates on a Pt/TiO2 photocatalyst to generate radical 
species followed by their successive coupling; meanwhile, the minor one was a hybrid of photocatalysis 
by Pt/TiO2 and thermocatalysis by Pt metal nanoparticles. The activity of the Pt catalysis was suggested 
to consist in the activation of an sp3C–H bond in THF or alkane molecules adsorbed on its surface and 
promote the reaction between the activated molecules and photogenerated radical species. Thus, the 
Pt nanoparticles on TiO2 were believed to play a bifunctional role of an electron receiver as well as a 
metal catalyst. 
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Understanding the mechanism of catalytic fast pyrolysis by unveiling reactive intermediates in 
heterogeneous catalysis 

Patrick Hemberger, Victoria B. F. Custodis, Andras Bodi, Thomas Gerber & Jeroen A. van Bokhoven 

Nature Communications 8, 2017, 15946 

Catalytic fast pyrolysis is a promising way to convert lignin into fine chemicals and fuels, but current 
approaches lack selectivity and yield unsatisfactory conversion. Understanding the pyrolysis reaction 
mechanism at the molecular level may help to make this sustainable process more economic. Reactive 
intermediates are responsible for product branching and hold the key to unveiling these mechanisms, 
but are notoriously difficult to detect isomer-selectively. Here, we investigate the catalytic pyrolysis of 
guaiacol, a lignin model compound, using photoelectron photoion coincidence spectroscopy with 
synchrotron radiation, which allows for isomer-selective detection of reactive intermediates. In 
combination with ambient pressure pyrolysis, we identify fulvenone as the central reactive intermediate, 
generated by catalytic demethylation to catechol and subsequent dehydration. The fulvenone ketene is 
responsible for the phenol formation. This technique may open unique opportunities for isomer-resolved 
probing in catalysis, and holds the potential for achieving a mechanistic understanding of complex, real-
life catalytic processes. 

 

Asymmetric Suzuki-Miyaura coupling of heterocycles via Rhodium-catalysed allylic arylation of 
racemates 

Philipp Schäfer, Thomas Palacin, Mireia Sidera & Stephen P. Fletcher 

Nature Communications 8, 2017, 15762 

Using asymmetric catalysis to simultaneously form carbon–carbon bonds and generate single isomer 
products is strategically important. Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling is widely used in the academic and 
industrial sectors to synthesize drugs, agrochemicals and biologically active and advanced materials. 
However, widely applicable enantioselective Suzuki-Miyaura variations to provide 3D molecules remain 
elusive. Here we report a rhodium-catalysed asymmetric Suzuki-Miyaura reaction with important 
partners including aryls, vinyls, heteroaromatics and heterocycles. The method can be used to couple 
two heterocyclic species so the highly enantioenriched products have a wide array of cores. We show 
that pyridine boronic acids are unsuitable, but they can be halogen-modified at the 2-position to undergo 
reaction, and this halogen can then be removed or used to facilitate further reactions. The method is 
used to synthesize isoanabasine, preclamol, and niraparib—an anticancer agent in several clinical trials. 
We anticipate this method will be a useful tool in drug synthesis and discovery. 
 

Ruthenium(II)-catalysed remote C–H alkylations as a versatile platform to meta-decorated 
arenes 

Jie Li, Korkit Korvorapun, Suman De Sarkar, Torben Rogge, David J. Burns, Svenja Warratz & Lutz Ackermann 

Nature Communications 8, 2017, 15430 

The full control of positional selectivity is of prime importance in C–H activation technology. Chelation 
assistance served as the stimulus for the development of a plethora of ortho-selective arene 
functionalizations. In sharp contrast, meta-selective C–H functionalizations continue to be scarce, with 
all ruthenium-catalysed transformations currently requiring difficult to remove or modify nitrogen-
containing heterocycles. Herein, we describe a unifying concept to access a wealth of meta-decorated 
arenes by a unique arene ligand effect in proximity-induced ruthenium(II) C–H activation catalysis. The 
transformative nature of our strategy is mirrored by providing a step-economical entry to a range of 
meta-substituted arenes, including ketones, acids, amines and phenols—key structural motifs in crop 
protection, material sciences, medicinal chemistry and pharmaceutical industries. 
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Photocatalytic hollow TiO2 and ZnO nanospheres prepared by atomic layer deposition 

Nóra Justh, László Péter Bakos, Klára Hernádi, Gabriella Kiss, Balázs Réti, Zoltán Erdélyi, Bence Parditka  and Imre Miklós 

Szilágyi  

Nature 2017, 7, 4337.  
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Abstract 
 

Carbon nanospheres (CNSs) were prepared by hydrothermal synthesis, and coated with TiO2 and 

ZnO nanofilms by atomic layer deposition. Subsequently, through burning out the carbon core 

templates hollow metal oxide nanospheres were obtained. The substrates, the carbon-metal oxide 

composites and the hollow nanospheres were characterized with TG/DTA-MS, FTIR, Raman, XRD, 

SEM-EDX, TEMSAED and their photocatalytic activity was also investigated. The results indicate that 

CNSs are not beneficial for photocatalysis, but the crystalline hollow metal oxide nanospheres have 

considerable photocatalytic activity.

 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-017-04090-0.pdf
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Quantum and isotope effects in lithium metal 

Graeme J. Ackland1, Mihindra Dunuwille2, Miguel Martinez-Canales1, Ingo Loa1, Rong Zhang2, Stanislav Sinogeikin3, 

Weizhao Cai2, Shanti Deemyad2.* 

Science  2017, (356) 6344, 1254. 
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Abstract 
 
The crystal structure of elements at zero pressure and temperature is the most fundamental 
information in condensed matter physics. For decades it has been believed that lithium, the simplest 
metallic element, has a complicated ground-state crystal structure. Using synchrotron x-ray diffraction 
in diamond anvil cells and multiscale simulations with density functional theory and molecular 
dynamics, we show that the previously accepted martensitic ground state is metastable. The actual 
ground state is face-centered cubic (fcc). We find that isotopes of lithium, under similar thermal paths, 
exhibit a considerable difference in martensitic transition temperature. Lithium exhibits nuclear 
quantum mechanical effects, serving as a metallic intermediate between helium, with its quantum 
effect–dominated structures, and the higher-mass elements. By disentangling the quantum kinetic 
complexities, we prove that fcc lithium is the ground state, and we synthesize it by decompression. 

 

http://science.sciencemag.org/content/356/6344/1254.full
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Hydrogen Bond Networks in Cs2(HSO4)(H2PO4) As Studied by Solid-State NMR 

Shigenobu Hayashi*  and Keiko Jimura 

J. Phys. Chem. C 2017, 121 (23), 12643. 

(TOC) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
The inorganic solid acid salt Cs2(HSO4)(H2PO4) showed high proton conductivity in the superprotonic 
phase above 370 K, and the phase was retained on cooling even at room temperature for a long 
period. These characteristic properties should correlate to the hydrogen bond network connecting the 
SO4 and PO4 groups. In the present work, the structures of the hydrogen bond network were studied 
by solid-state NMR. We present 31P, 1H, and 133Cs magic-angle-spinning (MAS) NMR spectra, 31P 
static NMR spectra to derive chemical shift anisotropy, a 31P{1H} dipolar dephasing experiment, and 
1H{31P} rotational-echo double resonance (REDOR) experiments. The 31P NMR spectra indicate that 
all the P sites are crystallographically equivalent, and the negative value of the chemical shift 
anisotropy suggests that four hydrogen bonds are formed around the PO4 tetrahedron. The 31P{1H} 
dipolar dephasing experiment strongly supports that the number of hydrogen bonds around the PO4 
tetrahedron is four. The 1H and 133Cs MAS NMR spectra show that a part of the hydrogen bond 
network is disordered and that the disordered structure relaxes slowly with time. On the basis of those 
NMR results, we propose a model structure of the hydrogen bond network. 
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Ab Initio Adsorption Isotherms for Molecules with Lateral Interactions: CO2 in Metal–Organic 
Frameworks 

Kaido Sillar* , Arpan Kundu , and Joachim Sauer 

 J. Phys. Chem. C 2017, 121 (23), 12789. 

(TOC) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 

Adsorption of carbon dioxide in the metal–organic framework CPO-27-Mg (Mg-MOF-74) is examined. 

We use accurate quantum chemical ab initio methods (wave function-type electron correlation 

methods for cluster models combined with density functional theory for periodic systems) to calculate 

gas–surface site and gas–gas interactions. At 298 K, the “zero-coverage” enthalpy and Gibbs free 

energy of CO2 adsorption on Mg2+ sites are −46 and −9 kJ/mol, respectively; for linker sites these 

values are −30 and +5 kJ/mol, respectively. For full monolayer coverage lateral interactions from 

nearby molecules contribute −6 and −5 kJ/mol to the adsorption enthalpy for CO2 at Mg2+ and linker 

sites, respectively. The predicted heats of adsorption and free energies of adsorption agree within 2.6 

and 0.8 kJ/mol, respectively, with experimental values well within chemical accuracy limits (4.2 

kJ/mol). We use two different ways of calculating isotherms from equilibrium constants for individual 

sites and interaction energies: (i) a Langmuir model, augmented with the mean-field (MF) 

approximation for lateral interactions, and (ii) grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations on a 

lattice of sites, which agree very well with each other. We use GCMC data to examine how different 

isotherm models (Langmuir, dual-site Langmuir, Sips, Toth, and mean-field) fit them. We conclude that 

the MF model yields the best fit over a wide pressure range with physically meaningful parameters, 

i.e., adsorption constants for individual sites and lateral interaction energies.
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Abstract 
 
We investigate the effect of the bisulfate anion HSO4–, ammonium cation NH4+, and ammonia NH3 
on the clustering of sulfuric acid and pinic acid or 3-methyl-1,2,3-butanetricarboxylic acid (MBTCA). 
The systems were chosen based on their expected relevance in atmospheric new particle formation. 
Using quantum chemical methods together with kinetic calculations, we study the ability of these 
compounds to enhance cluster formation and growth. The cluster structures are obtained and 
frequencies are calculated using three different DFT functionals (M06-2X, PW91, and ωB97X-D) with 
the 6-31++G(d,p) basis set. The electronic energies are corrected using an accurate DLPNO–
CCSD(T)/def2-QZVPP level of theory. The evaporation rates are evaluated based on the calculated 
Gibbs free energies. The interaction between the ions and sulfuric acid or carboxylic acid group is 
strong, and thereby small two-component ionic clusters are found to be very stable against 
evaporation. The presence of bisulfate stimulates the cluster formation through addition of the sulfuric 
acid, whereas the presence of ammonium favors the addition of organic acids. Bisulfate and 
ammonium enhance the first steps of cluster formation; however, at atmospheric conditions further 
cluster growth is limited due to the weak interaction and fast evaporation of the larger three-
component clusters. On the basis of our results it is therefore unlikely that the studied organic acids 
and sulfuric acid, even together with bisulfate, ammonia, or ammonium can drive new-particle 
formation via clustering mechanisms. Other mechanisms such as chemical reactions are needed to 
explain observed new-particle formation events in the presence of oxidized organic compounds 
resembling the acids studied here. 
 

 

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.jpca.7b03981
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